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Mr. Stanley in the Star of Dec. 22, and
29, 1875, and Feb. 9, 1876 ; but the latest

intelligence received from him was given

in the Star of Nov. 17, ‘1875, in which
was an abstract of his Jetier dated May
15th.
We have now in the London Tel-

egraph, several other letters from him
the first being dated July 20th,

1875, and

Thus

1876.
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letters, which have been written and probably despatched at différent times and
now come nearly together, give us in-
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fuge Island, which had been formerly inhabited and cultivated, and here they

were awakened from sleep by a furious
drumming, accompanied by shrill yells.

and other fruit. Mr. Stanley also shot
here a brace of large and fat ducks, and

any. case.
It is, therefore, with great gratification
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crowds of
been fairly alive with gay beats and innumera-ble colors. There have been so many. racesbetween what are known as four-oa
shells,

tinues, several fights having occurred re| cently. Two States are in open revolt.
——The chief of the Italian Internationbeen given in Paris

to the independent

taken a prize. Let me state, however, that in
the International contest the Londoners led
the van and that the Yale College erew was.

delagates representing the workingmen,
who have just returned from the Philadelphia Exhibition. = M, Desmoulins describ|
ed the visit, and others made speeches.

second best.
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THE INTERNATIONAL REGATTA.
|. The International Rowing Regatta was

Eurekas were winners of the

first heat,

the Yales of the second, the Columbias of
the third, the Beaverwicks the fourth, the
Watkins club the fifth, the Londoners the

is mo

reason-why a public feeling of sixth, and the First Trinity of Cambridge
pride should not be. engendered by them, ‘the seventh. On Tuesday, McCartney of
and’ an earnest: purpose developed to the Friendship club won the first heat ‘in
make each village more attractive than the single-soull races, Mills of the Atalan-

its neighbor.
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moved about the buildings and grounds.
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Rev. GREEN CLAY
SMITH, prohibition
candidate for President, is a Baptist minister
“of Kentucky. . He read law ih the office of
Chief Justice Marshall.
A brother of MR. CHARLES BRADLAUGH
has been converted from Atheism, and is now"
holding open-air meetings in London.
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(Vt.) College, to induce the
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of 4 reflective turn, that a great moral, educa-
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friends, while the dragon flag floated from the
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out on dark
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display is anticipated.

years filled the chair of Philosophy in
ident put in place of President Esquinet. [tional,and even political revolution of Flowery seven
that institution, to return to his old position.
General
Thomas Guardis, ex-president, Kingdom is involved in this Americin educa
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body seized the boat, and drew it up out | it is everywhere of the best and world- | reading clubs,
of the water, although its - entire weight gown. = For he has voiced most beautiful- natural an outgrowth of a public spirit
was about 4,000 lbs. Here was a perilous ‘ly, with originality of style, exquisite
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the keel grounded, than the natives in a | Emerson.
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ists ara pledged to advance

will be better than the old. | The new
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will be an ornament
in and ‘a glory,
;

* Certainly no living Ameri-
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Cuba.

years, guaranteed by the customs of
Cuba, bear interest of ten per cent. -and
twa per cent. for expenses. The capital-

and

to bear fruit in other and higher direc.
tions. Pablic and domestie architecture
will be'the first to feel the effect of the
and gathered around in a circle to hear | new gentiment. “ Men will build pretty
Sapir houses, in tone with the new order of
of what he had passed through.
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influence we have stated.

and carried him
in their demands that he set sail at noon caught ‘Mr. Stanley,
shoulders. Mr.
their
on
camp
the
for Bambirch, an island twenty-five miles around
away fifty-seven days,
been
had
Stanley
distant, and after passing through a
heard rumors of his
severe thunderstorm, in which they were and. his péople had
gladly received him,
now
they
and
exposed to much. danger, they reached | “death,

there next day. Here they expected a
good supply of provisions, but instead,
they heard large numbers of people shouting their war cry. As they approached

have

experience;

present

movement, said that it was the distribution of
profits along the list of operators working be-

lodgings for

periods of two or three weeks.
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the weather,

that the

7
to come ; and some of the States, such. as are
opened for the display of selected and Bidoded
The grounds Have. -ogs,
horses, - cattle an
nearest, West Virginia, Obio,Indiana, Illinois,
been arranged with every means for the cave. .
Michigan, und even Kentucky, Tennessee, and
1 and display of the stock ‘and the comfort and”
Missouri, it is believed will get up excursions,
The entries show
convenience of the public.
During the latter part of last week, the apthat Canada has sent over ninety of her bloodAmeripearance of the streets recalled the scenes of ed and choicest animals, and that Onthe Septemcan section will include 120 head.
the first ‘week in July, with the hot weather
comwill
cattle
ber 21, the exhibition of neat
left out. Musie, minor parades of militia, and
mence and continue several days. There have
strangers, carpet-bagin hand, made affairs
been 700 entries to this show, and a gory fine

provement in value..

Emulation between

thought

admissions do not, fall far short of three hun: middlemen and speculators, and the remedy
will be obtained.
dred and fifty thousand; and it is the general | The hand and brazier of the enormous statue
opinion that the increase of the number in at- of Liberty, presented to the United States as a.
tendance will now continue stéadily for some Centennial memento, by citizens of Puris, and
erected in New York: harbor,
to beded
weeks to'come. Delaware, it is reported, will “inten
arrived at the Exhibition grounds, Monday.
"come en masse as soon as the peach crop is French artisans are busily engaged in conover. The most of Maryland will also be like- necting the different sections, whieh ave of
the whole
ly to be on hand ‘shortly, as the people from bronze, preparatory to mounting Machinery
upon a temporary pedestal near
that State can come, see, and return home
all. The statue will be 120 feet in hight,

lively in general. As was not the case in the
early months of the Exhibition’; ” the strangers

popular desire for harmony.

sight of their

day

ér City's the third. The Beaverwicks
secured the first heat in the four-oared

shamed into efforts to contribute

Here they found it desir. | COmPAnions, who while they were yet

a

scarcely

that is not marked by some incident peculiarly

the side of the societies; for improvement in beauty and comfort means im-

neigbors and between villages is excited,
and
niggardly, property-holders are

en-

tance of thirty-five miles,an¥l arrived there | cAmpment. They renewed their efforts,
about midnight, the two canoes however and the wind becoming favorable to them,
within

again set in, and there is now

good

At midnight,
enjoyed a bountiful meal.
"they took advantage ofa favorable breeze,

they at last came

There

produce

ernment should be willing to loan money di-rectly to «farmers, holding as security their

Aug. 31,1876.

The tide of visitors to the Exhibition has

great coal sale on Wednesday. Upward
of 500,000 tons were sold by auction at a
to $2 per ton,

OENTENNIAL.

PHILADELPHIA,

much attention in New York city

of . the country

such societies as these.

e chief followed them there, | and set sail for Usukuma, where his én
do,
~—and learning their object and desires, were encamped, but again they met first

having stopped on the way on account of

THE

THE GREAT COAL SALE.

Jeft. Reaching a bay in the Wiro pénin- should not be made convenient, health‘sula,two days afterwards, they were able -ful, and beautiful,’ by the operations of

must

Mr. Wilson, from.
profits. A
with reducing
Georgia, recited some facts about Southern .
farming, adding that, in his opinion, the gov--

$4040
* 40+

re

from Massachusetts,

expensive system of

:

buried, 300,000 francs.

8S.

liave instituted, while individual citizens "opened on the Schuylkill, in the vicinity
have co-operated with them in their of Philpdelphia by the four-vared shell
schemes.
4
y races, on Monday. The rowing was good,
There is no good reason. why every especially thatof the London crew. The

Mr. S.|edhy the rains, they hoisted sail and

from their

co-worker.—S.

No ‘event for some time has attracted as

knew not what to think; nor what to do;
but waitedto seewhat would turn up.

not ..

profitable must

be made

only support the family, but

is

she

where

of Evieux,

left the city
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done,

re

that farming to

James

to

married July 27

, at their encampxhibition
grounds,
for the
discussion

widow of Jules Janin, who has just died,

Beware lest yot think too much
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from landing, throwing stones at them
from slings. The cartridges being spoil-

tance, and started for Alice Island, a dis- [ Were about twenty miles

for his work,

accountable for your

as his sympathizing
Times.

found there was no escape except by
water. They were now quiet, and wore

left them. - In the afternoon, Mr. Stanley

pasfor accountable

of your pastor, and too little of your duty

anticipated, and they have been enabled
by subscriptions, fairs and festivals, to
raise sufficient money for the work they

gathered near their camp, and armed | At Ito Island, near Singo, they were
with bows, shields, and spears; and he again met by natives who repelled them

gave them th#ee bunches of bananas, and | With a calm, and then with a storm,

your

was

:

in ihe. Japanese /opuughfo overbaisnce the interest and all inWaseon, ofemployed
God ‘will’ hoid | B-department
education.——The wealthy

your Tetponibilities,,
work.

God for their deliverance and for the pro3
vision they found.

his men to Mugira Island, about four
. miles Aistumop >-ThiEiusdy were glad to

your

You ought to

believe that he can-do his work well, and

been met by the public apathy that they

day, thanking

confidence in

the Channel Tunnel to connect England
and France are nearly finished. The engineers report the results very satisfactory,——A Yokohama despatch states
that a daughter of United States Minister

that he is doing it faithfully.
But it is | Bingham
9
not well for youto trust him to discharge

will insureto their localities a certain
amount of beauty and convenience for
the next hundred years. © They have not

». M., they | found an abundance of green bananas

* astern and determined aspect.

It is well to have

and will hold you

which makes

already

%

pastor ‘within due bounds.

every man more careful of his own.
Two villages, of which we happened to
know, have been quite transformed within two or three years by the operations
of these-organizations ; and their beneficent and beautiful

mingle

Watchmaa.

guns, and to beyon the watch, and at daybreak, they found five’ hundred warriors

position,

sh air and i

its poisori”and sneering at the frivolity of was about $225,000 including the festivi: such a service, will reel into infidelity.— ties connected with it.——Soundings for

This was a night of terri-

Mr. Stanley ordered his men to load their | they rested here a whole

.
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breath

thie Saturdays of Sept. 2 and 9.

stroyed over $400,000 worth of proper-

a namby-pamhy,

We dv not advocate

that we notice here and there the organible danger, from the gale, from unknown zation of Village Improvement Societies,
islands and rocks, and from their. prox-- and the beautiful work which they are
Wherever they have
imityto a savage people, and yet they accomplishing.
been
in
existence
long
enough to accom-:
were so weary from hunger,
fatigue,
:
.
are planted |
trees
shade
anything,
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except
asleep
fell
all
they
that
anxiety,
y from time D to time,SXODL |B the rile of tho Inghwayss, 011; wegs{
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who,
the watchman,
at its mercy.

were
Stanley ngticed that the people
drinking, and that the chief appeared to

be drunk, and at 10 o'clock,

)

nemo

ay

ndoubedy. ay

who,

St.

near

exploded

machine

there gard forthe fact that we profess: to be a | Janta’s annual interest item is a $228,900,

ic spiri

pul

among

Mr. Stanley subsided. They had nothing on the boat
ly and hospitable, and
" thought that the prospects were good but a little ground coffee, and had ‘tasted
for his exploration of the south-west por- nothing else for forty-eight hours, but the
tion of Lake Victoria Niyanza. The next | crew continued to work with energy ‘and
afternoon they camped at Makongo, and | cheerfulness. By two o'clock they came
received an apparent welcome ; but’ Mr. | to a small island, which they called Re-
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necount

on "on

Ee

meme

The State tax collector of Louis- | mec

a

most

he

finally, which

in fie ego mom and exdrcise of every
civil
litical right
F
ght
.
L¥! ; py

com.’

necessary lected commons are fenced in, graded
overtake us with his fleet of thirty more.”,| 3Wakened them because ofit was
boat. At and planted ; sidewalks are laid in all
the.
out
water
the
The first night they rested at a point call- ‘to bale
waves the streets, and a public interest in order
high
and
ed Kagys, where the natives were friend- | 4ay-break, the tempest

peacefully

children present, these - -

amounting, probably,to one-third of the whole
L. Routt for governor | attendance; and this fact is: likely to demon-

nominated John

Exposition.'|
them, then assisted one of his men into | made to reduce their disorder to order, | attendanbe on our Centennial
discomtheir
beauty,
to
ugliness
their
others,
the
Let us beware that our indignant protest
the boat, told him to assist
and then discharged his double barreled forts to comfort. Every man takes care, against the outrages committed by the
gun, loaded with buck shot, at his assail- or does not take care, of his own. There Bashi-Bazouks of Bulgaria be not weakants. This made them fall back; and is no organic or sympathetic unity, and ened by sur own conduct in the far West.
tore up the seats and the villages, instead of being beautiful —Ezxammer & Chronicle.
the men in the boat
|
used them as paddles; Mr. Stanley con- wholes, are inharmonious aggregations.
Amdng the various silly things which
tinuing to fire at the enemy. On getting Some paint and some do not paint. Some
keep their grounds well, and others do bare being attempted in the name of
out of the cove, they saw two canoes
loaded with men coming from another in- not keep their grounds at all. Unsight- Christian usefulness, none can be more
or offensive than the effort of
let, and when they came near, Mr. Stan- ly wrecks of vehicles, offensive piles of wretched
sguided parties to unite some
‘ley fired upon them. This led the men in rubbish, are exposed here and there, and ce
the canoes to retire.
They called out as every man apparently feels at liberty to elemem} of amusement with worship.
.
. . Caricature a religion. and
they did so, ‘Go, and die in the Ni- make his belongings as unpleasant to his
yanza.” Mr. Stanley says fourteen were neighbor as it pleases him. No public its intuence will decline; and it is

devote this
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sense of sight is described

nsed in this sense in

the

Scriptures,

and hearing in the fourth verse,

for food, and

to the

The young, then,

bowl

be broken,”

*‘ bowl” was a lamp bung

by

Carried

(4)

7.

At death ¢ dust refurnsto dust, the

spirit to God who gave it.”

Immortality

was known to Solomon and taaght

the destiny of man.
man, asthe

The

to be

spirit

spirit of God

is the

is. God,

and

death does not destroy, but returns man to

God,

8—12.

=

- « Vanity of vanities,”

the note

at the ‘beginning and the note at
close
of this book.
(1) There is
sin. The preacher exhorts the young
to satis factory happiness 1 anything
look head and see the cowvsequen
cesof duced at laot-to- THE Weakness here
viceganditherefore to be warned not
to scribed. The life that forgets God is
forget God.

the
‘no
redenot

satisfying. (2) The preacher, the an2. This and the succeeding verses fo thor of the
book, did not, however,
cease to
the cighth containan allegory descriptive search for edifyin
g and ‘profitable dis-

and delight.

the days ofeld age.
the light,

the moon

Then
and

In contrast

are

* the sun and
the

stars

are

course.

Tayler

ninth and tenth

Lewis
“verses

thinks
were

that

the

inserted by

some one else than the author. The ** acceptable words” means ‘words ‘agreeable
and pleasiag fo the hearer.
(8)
¢ The

words of the wise are as goods” because

may

safe,

we must

of partiality to some

old

beliefs, and admit him to their fell

thus not only experienej

pro-

longed trouble from that unsound|mein-

ber, but become
selves from the
lay snares for
successors,

can

minutely translated into plain
The meaning
of these figures,
asa whole, is to describe the
death.
:
:

ourselves

théy may

how-

incidental or general matter which

not: be
speech.
viewed
scene of

People

members of a church conuive at

ever, the comparison is stripped of its
beauty and force.
Every allegory has

~*~ “While the evil days come not,” should
‘be read, to eatch the meaning, ** that the
‘evil days come not.” The effect of sery“ing God in youth, according to all bibli~eal teaching, appears in a hale and fruitfolold:age. Tayler Lewis says, *“ The
picture here given is the old age of the
sensualist,” which, of course, would,
by
remembering God in Youth, be escaped.
~ (3) The“ evil days” in which men “have
no pleasure” are those of prematuve de© ®ay occasioned by early and. continued

jovoasness,

To be

of the

‘{o this extent,

right.

too lenient toward any belief that
with’ a plain statement of God's

of

These varfous terms are by some writers
applied to the spinal cord, the skull, heart,

blood, &e.

nor

as way be out of harm's way. He
(tht has
a hankering for intoxicating drinks,
beware of the first glass.

A pitcher was sometimes lowered. into,
If, out
the well by a rope weund roand a, wheel.

and its arteries, lungs, circulation.

safe,

ly, my fiend land I at 4

“ The strong men”

awe the lower limbs which age weakens
and crooks.
Some have thought the
spimeto be meant. * The grinders” that
“cease because they are few” most
writers think to denote the teeth.
Tn the

ble words” was the one shepherd.

Solo-

mon claims for himself, in view of the
book he has written, this designation.

(6)

““ By these,” that is, by

of the wise, be admonished.’

ment of the

twelfth

verse

‘the words
The’ seuti-

declares

that
~erigind]
the references mot to the teeth he might continue to multiply, indefinite.
bat to those who grind the corn at the ly, chapters and books of
. acceptable
~
willl. The Hebrews did not, as we do, call words.
But enough has been said. . Too
~-cextainof the teeth * grinders,” but they much study is wearisome. « Hear the
con:
@vobably understood this reference lobe clusion of the wholé matter.
“~~. othe teeth.
* Those that look outof
13, 14. The most important thing to
the window” are the eyes, which age §0 do, after all has been said, is to fear
God,
--nlten dims.
&ec. * This is the whole man,” reads the
!

4. “‘ Aud the doors shall be shut

in the

Greek and Latin Old Testament, that is,

RARE

“Stmeets, when the sound of grinding is his wholeness is thus secured. ' To what
“lew.” (1) The doors that open into the a wise conclusion the preacher ‘was

stre¢ts may mean the Ips, but it is diffi- brought. ' ‘God, in view of the judgment,
«cult, on that supposition, to apply the is to be feared.
God, the Judge, ** will
- westeofthe verse.
Defective hearing is, try every man's work,” with every ‘secret
*. inthe verse/described, and, consequently, thing. IfGod is feared, old age will be a
© the ears that hear not would most likely season of serene delight, and the
judg«spe wmeant.
‘‘ When the sound of the ment an ahnouncement of ** well done,’

~ gonding is low” it is because the ears
aye dinll of hearing.
(2) Those who
ground at the mill sang as they worked,

and made,

together

with the sound of |

on

Commummientions,
SE

"THE MYSTERYOF GODLINESS,

berevolving stone, considerable nagge ;
BY D. D. TAPPAN.
#%otto him whose doors of hearing are
~ shut*‘ the sound of the grinding is low.”
Since the entire scheme of grace, with
« 4B) He shall rise @ip ut" the voice of the the amazing truths it involves,
is a stuv bied,” can not mean “rise at the sound pendous mystery, why
should we expect,
«of the cocks.” The aged are not as a class in this infapey of our being, if ever,
fully

somewhat warped (themtruth as it isin Jes, and
their ministers, anfl their
:

We do well, individually, fo Yeepto
the main things. If it be needful for

some, who hold prominent and
specially
responsible positions, to examind, ‘that
they may aid others in refuting,| many
plausible errors of the day, it
das not
follow that it is prudent for every one to
attempt like extended investigatiops. In

fact, it would be out of the power ¢f most
to do more than make a very superficial

business of it, which
- good, but much evil,

might

do
:

them no
i

If Christians wish to escape skeplicism,
and all faul-finding with God's truth or
dealings, let them accept, reverentially,

all plain scripture

statements,

strations, as axioms.

letus not speculate

ag demon-

If God says a thing,

doubtfully

about its

fitness, or indulge in curious questionings

about its why and how. Dr. Payson ohce
said that some people know wha sort of

a Bible God ought to have made.

He

meant to hold them up as conceiled and
presumptuous. And such are too many
of us.
*

need citation. In the various: benevolent enterprises of the day,

and ‘especially in missionary work, we
see Caiia and anti-Calvinists, hand in
hand,
in happy co-operation. The one
preaches the Gospel to the heathen and to

all men, because Christ commands him to
do so, and he is, encouraged in his work
by the belief that God has a chosen peo-

ple,

whose

salvation

he will ensure by

means of special grace, while the

litle ‘curious to learn
what my Calvinistic brether thought of
the entertaioment ‘that had gratified my

~.memtonce thus: *“It rises to the voice of the
. Sparvew,
i. ¢,, attains unto the voice of a

aparow.”

This view of the passage con-

. firms the. idea that the verse alludes to
ve ‘hearing, ‘by reason of which

“#43,”
that is the noise
of the mill, has no

more volume
of sound in the ear of the

“wid saan than the low note of the sparrow.

passage which
we heartily endorse, corresponding as it
does wilh the prayer of our Lord, viz.
:
‘ That they all may be one. . . ‘that the
world may believe that thou haSt-sent
me," the writer says:
*‘ The doctrinal” differences of _the Particular and General Baptists of En land
are similar to those which separate the
socalled Regular Baptists and the Free Baptists in this country, and yet they unite in
a Baptist Union, fraternize at their anonal
associations, and even at the
ntenniul
Association of the General Baptiste, when,
if ever, we should expect the denom
in:tional spirit 10. assert itse!f, members of
the two bodies mingled and talked freely
of the “invisible line.’
“Permit me, in conclusion, to suggest
a question for the candid consideratio
n of
my brethren: Does the holding of opinions on the doctrine of election that are
theoretically unsouny,
interfere with the
closest association
co-operation of
those who agree in présenting a full
free salvation 10 all mankind ? May and
dear Lord, who prayed for tha manifethe
unity of bis disciples, give us grace st
and
wisdom.”
;
If, then, the conversion of the world
(as

would appear from the prayer of Christ)
is depending on_the union of his follow.

ers, is it not the hounden duty of all true

disciples of Christ, to cease maguifying

the grounds of their differences whilst
they dwell more on the points of agreement? When shall the stinging reproach

now cast upon Protestants by both, Papists
and Pagans be rolled away? viz. *¢ First

be agreed amongst yourselves, and then
come and teach us,”
Surely, not. while each one is resolved

to be satistied with nothing short of haying everybody else pronounce his Shibbleth.

]

44) < And
all the
ters of music
shall: be brought low.” Barzillaiin’
, his
?

of age, I read Matt. 11: 2830, and my
mind was powerfully but

sweetly

drawn

to Christ, and an earnest desire Lo become
a true Christian

was

inspired,

and

that

others of all classes might be converted.

* At the age of fifteen a revival of religion
was experienced in the churches of
our
attendance, which sensibly interested and
cheered me, but in which my timid spirit
failed publicly to engage. . But the con-

insoivable, and without nnmber,on every

side, within and without, is it not as well

hick. | They Tope

the followers of the

Lord, of whatever

praméy
Withpure
boasts fervently. +:
The
i
A
The vin

in ov eh

; 1 bebe,

| tore and in all that relates to the conven.

ence of those; who. attend service,has

been shat cond reasanably be. expected

Within the last fifty years. But still some
more can be done, “Pews should be a.
ranged so that thecongregations shoul

not face the doors entrance.
of

for the minister should be # platforn
moderately elevated, witha small deskfor

the Bible, -&oi' + And’ the’ seats for Abe

singers should" be on the same
* dor "ss
the main audience. A few
over the

bo | assemb
eotyywayst
These woerid
fir and th
ly to be of

be doing all they are able to'for the

we are spending
our lives.

, | are hose saved by

Still, it would

the, full desired ben

fit.

Codier

AE

a

:

While writing, news comes of the
great

affliction of. a family iv a town not far

away in the loss of their son by drowning.
We know that their grief must be excessive. May .they, and all in tribalation,

put their bandsin the hand of the Iufi.
nite Ove. Thus they will feel that they
are upheld.
:

A brother in a church was rather low
as
to religious eujoyment,
He did not
we ruminate over files of old correspondence ! fofeuke the meetings, unless he did the
dial greetings, has long

since ceased

to

bless our eyes, unless it be when

Letters written on moderately thin paper,
ial ones. God callsed him to be
and seat to the office in Dover, will now awakened and zealously he went to
reach us at about three cents per shéet of work. One of his special efforts was to
commercial note. Who will helpon our | visit and talk with those living in negli.
work by writing to and cheering
the hearts Rence as he had lived. He took others
with him and together thes prayed. The
of their missionaries ?

result was good.

THE PASTOR'S ASSISTANT.

>

| Continued, |

|.

BAPTISM.

Believer
tr Christ
s are the proper

sub-

jects of baptism, and immersion is the
only proper mode. Every church should
have a committee on baptism consisting
of {wo or three men and as many women,

who should assist in. the necessary prep-

arations; and when a baplistry is not
used, all who can attend should stand
with the candidate at the water side.
The person to be baptized should under-

stand that the ordinance

is most beautis

fully performed when the subject

sive in thé.

age and renewed activity. This work, if :
continued, will be. likely to help to a
good revival interest.
One of Bunyan's. characters, Mr. Pliable, at the first serious difficulty after
starting on a pilgrimage, left his companion and went back. He was heard of

afterward.

Some of the mad

he got in

the * Slough of Despond” stuck to him
ever after. Py this

is meant that he sulfered reproach for desertion. So it will
er be. ~Let all who have started in the
caase, or who may sturt, never de-

sert andgo back to sin.

The weevil

is pas-

hands of the administrator,

Some of those visited

bad neglected meetings, but now they attended. This helped the church in cour-

with the feet steadily pressing the ground ;
and the pastor should see that. all other
desirable instruction is given.
The service should commence with
singing, followed by prayer, after which
the pastor should first go inte the water

in wheat, tot in potatoes,

bugs on potato vines, canker ‘worms on
apple trees, grasshopers in swarms,
t
freshets ww eta fibeq shave Lin
de-

structive,
all

showing

(he

certainty of things Dow.
worldliness.

their

Men

people

un-

chastened

for

and checking

are

profit. If slways
at become giddy. rv
ot many of the early

perous, they
ion S
ni nisters of the

(staffjn band if be chooses), and know ‘Free
Bapt
were lea
fsiers of he
the ground. Placivg a handkerchief in edge of theists sciences,
but (hey studied the
the pocket of his robe, or where it ean be Bible and Protliimed it
reaching.
easily reached with his left badd, and They were deép
experience,
studied the mages of the human heart and
taking the left hand of the
person in his
much experience. Those of
left hand, with his yight hand steadily ‘preached:
this age, with, eC
dncation,
do
holding the arm ahove the elbow, they well(0 have more Bible dectrize might
and rich
should slowly advance into a good depth Christian experiénce in their discourses.
of water, nearly to the waist, and, facing They might thus meet many. cases that
reed special

down

the

streamor from the

shore,

ing aboul one step to the rear of the candidate, he may say, * My brother, (or

sister,) I baptize thee into the name of the

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost.” Then, by the continued pres-

sure of the left hand upon the chest,

aid.

ed by the other, be should deliberately
lower the person below the water, and

it covers the Face, raise the person

help,

he

should take the hands of the person, as
théy are laid one over the other on the
breast, firmly io his left hand, and place
his right hand upon the upper part of the
shoulders near the neck ‘(some grasp the
clothing), and, being sure of affirm fool-

as

quick-

ly from the water and close the formula
by saying, ‘ Amen.”
Wipe the face gently, put the bandkerchief into the hand of the person, and

F.

Ob
ry

REV, STEPHEN J, PITMAN,
Rev. Stephen J.

Pitman

died in Con-

cord, N. H., July 81st., aged 68 years.

The deceased was born in Meredith,
where the greater part of hig life was
spent in the work of the Christian minis-

try, to which work he was called and

or-

dained at the early age of 22, Directly
after his ordination as a
preacher of the
Freewill Baptist denomination, feeling
that bis divine Master had work for him
in the West, he started on horseback for

Ohio, where he labored with acceptance
and success, traveling from place to place
and gathering into the fold such as should
be saved, for about one

year, at the

end

of which time he returned
to his old home
and friends in New Hampshire, among

whom he labored as a faithful minister of
the gospel as long as health and strength

‘permitted.
About ten Yate
she deceased moved
with bis family to Concord, where he has
ever since lived a quiet, unobtrnsive,

slowly leave the watér, assisting the feeble’ as may be necessary. The singing
of a verse while going into or coming out ‘Christian life,only Secasionally breaching.
For the last five years, Elder itman bas
of the water, usu
ives additional in- been a great sufferer, the result of an interest and er
aii
Dis+ Ju which disabled him from all physTh
, and: finally ended his days.
miss with the benediction. .
One of the following formulas

may

be

Though little known to the citizens of Con-

cord, he was widely known in the denom-

ination of which he was a worthy member

and minister, and'many are the
f to
which’ the tidings of his passing away

will bring tears. But they mourn not as
those without hope. , He wus a. good
same great forts to be of them and
Or,
failed. I thought
:
man, who,at the Master's bidding, has
Master,to all men, knowing that,** Jesus,
how mach time I am losing when I ought
““ In obedience to the apostolic comgone up higher.
i
who was made a little lower than the to
be inviting sinners to Christ.
The deceased leaves a wife and four
And mission, I baptize, &c.” Or,
angels, for the suffering of death, crownthese words were thundering in my ears:
“Upon the profession of ‘your faith in sons, three of whom reside in this \city
ed with glory and honor, that he by the
:
;
*_He that being often reproved, harden- the'Lord Jesus Christ, and by virtue of and ope in lowa.
| grace of God should taste degth
, The faneral took place at his Jate resifor every eth his neck, ‘shall sudde
nly be destroyed, the great commission, I baptize, &c."”
dence, Aug.3, where a short address was
man,” and farther, that, whosoever will
made
by the writer from Acts! 11: 24,
may cowe to Christ and take the water and that withotit remedy.” At the age
Hee
T
** He was 4 good man,” followed by apof life freely, = Now, shall I knock out my of nmeteen, with many misgivings, tempNOTES WITH SUGGESTIONS,
propriate remarks by Rev. 8. Curtis.
brother's eyes, because he can not cee tations and difficulties, arising from long
Samuel Stillman, I). D., pastor of the
Bro, Pitman was
born May 10, 1807,inneglec
t
of duty, by (he grace of God, 1 first
through my. spectacles? He is manifests
a hope in Christ on Fast day,
Baptist church in Boston, from 1765 dulged
took
up
the
cross,
struggled and prayed to 1807, used
A a, 1824, and was baplizéd by Rev. D.
1y just as sincere in his views as I am
to relate that on one oceain till through
Mody in Jane following, being the frst
faith I felt that though ** God sion: he was preaching
mine. He loves and trusts and obeys
the
on
reo Bro. Moody baptized. He was orsame blessed Saviour that Ido. And ‘was angry with me, his anger was turned the widst of his discourse, grace, and in
a man in the daiped May 25, 1830, united in marriage
what is mor
e point, God makes use
of his prea
convert sinners and
gather them int®
the fold of the good
Shepherd; no less than he does of mine,

and those who agree with me, Who, then,

months past, we

havé

been

living with

away and he comforted me.”

neglect of some duties and delay of a pub-

lic ministry, I lost much of its power and

his arms

and

free grace!”
after meeting
not apologize,
the

glory

of

gtaceso shone in his soul that he could

glory. Now, at the age of three-score not refrain from giving expression to his
feelings as he did,
ahd eleven years, and a ministry of
48
It is said by physiologists that one
years, although it seems I have done
should
not eat to the full,’ but leave off
nothing truly for God, I rejoice in the
Probably about
wayhe has led me, of the acquaintance with a good ‘appetite.
formed with his peqple, of the purpose, of correct, especially with persons of gedApply it to preaching,
obedience, and the hope of being ‘* made entary habits,

gainsay his assertion, that: persons hold.
Prayers are but the bodyof the bird;
ng his views have ‘been justas zealo
us | desires are its ‘angel wings.
<Jergpy
and ready to engage in Missionary oper§
Taylor, .
re

gallery

arose, threw out
- Now I saw the need of a full salyatoin
cried aloud, ** Free grace!
which Christ, through faith, was able and
‘and sat down. The mau
willing to give me, and which I, trust my
poor heart experienced. But through the thought he must explain, if
and told the minister that

a highly ésteemed missionary brother who
derful universe, or even ‘upon the ‘earth is a lifedo
ng,
staunch Calvinist, and
‘we inhabit, were level to our capacity,
whose’ ‘mieat and drink ‘1s to discuss our
we might perceive that it were fit for the points of differ
endeavoring, of
Great Ruler fo keep back some of the se- course, to set us ence,
right, ‘While we have
crets of his. government ;—for this, wise been compelle
dto differ with him in‘his meet to be a, parteker of the inheritance
human rulers do,in relation to their sub theory ahd
in his interpretation of cer- of the saints in light,”
M. W, B,
jects, yok
JETER
wd bee
“
dd
y tain passa
ges of Scripture, we can pot
+ But, now that 'weencotinit

er mysteries

may

maintenance of the great work in ‘which

re- version of sinners and {ete
testimony for used,if preferfed, or one different from
mainder of mankind will be eqndemned
Jesus
thrill
ed
my spirit with solicltude and either bere given: |,
for refusing to follow the light given
* Believing that God for Christ's snke
joy. Oh,that this reformation might never
them. The other preaches the very same:
cease was my prayer. 1 made secret ef- has forgiven thy sins, 1 baptize thee, &o.”
gospel, by command of the

am I, that T should refuse ‘co-operatio
womaflywisers. “At can not mean that “so to comprehend it; and why
n
should we and tellowship with the
honored servants
~smalla thing as the twittering of a bird | ‘be perplexed,or dismayed, when we find |
of my blessed Master P For nearly two
-«cansés them to

start as from sleep,” for it the vast reasons. of God's: method
s high
. is mot true in fact.
translates the above -our reach? If all else in this won-

hoy big

disciple of John Wesley. The other matter presses
our eolumms. 'We:|
text, 2 Cor. 5:17, ‘* Therefore if. any
| cannot rT Ey
from extraeting
man be in Christ he is'a new crenture, what
he says‘on the subject of letter write
old things are. passed away, behold all ing,
and urging our readers to giveit due’
things are become new,” led the preach=
attention. ' He says: ‘“Asid® from fhe
er to speak of the new birth and show in corresp
ondence of our personal and famiZ
what regeneration consists, and, also what
ly friends, our home letters have long’
are the points. His points were well
boen very much Jike angels’ visits! What
made, clear and distinct, and estublished has
‘Leconte of all those warm-hearted
by Seripture proof. On leaving the chap:
brethren and sisters who, when we were
el, a friend took me by the hand god leaving
home to return’ to India, assured
said, “Did yonlike the sermonP”i I re. us of
their continued co-operation and
plied, ** Yes, it was A feast of fat things.” sympathy, prayers
and support? Th
T was, however, a

:
darkened, and the clouds return after the they incite men
0-0
-0-b
Ootacamund, India.
"+o
to right action, hey prick
12in." (2) In Palestine, the summer sea
- the slow understanding, and I\ spur the |’ OALVINISM AND ARMIN
ror
TANISK,
son, exzept for occasional showers,
con- mind to attend to duty. “(4)
hey are
A BIT OF EXPERIENOE,
BY J. PHILLIPS.
times rainless and cloudless. Jn the win- *‘as nails driven in by
those who make col
More than sixty-five years ago, when
Fora long time we have been thorter the reverse istrue.
The clouds then lections which are communicated by one
bat a child, much through the influe
nce
return and rains fall freely.
oughly conviniced that the above terms,
The whole shepherd,” says Stuart.
of parental instruction, thoughts of ‘heaven
The ** masters
practically, pertain far moreto the past
werse may be paraphrased, ‘ While the of assemblies”
means those who collected
and of God, induced me. to prayer and’
than to the present, and thatthey need be
winter of old age comes not.” (3)Some and set in order
proverbs like. these in
penitence.
I could not 80 lo sleep withand
make the luminaries named refer to the this book. The * assembli
es” of proverbs and really should be, no barrier to the free out tears for childish follies and filial in.
full co-operation of believers in all
mental faculties of the aged which are
ude.
At this time but little was
-| kinds of Christian work. The hearts of gratit
darkened by weakness and debility.
said by the churches to children on
the
‘true Chrislians are a ‘safer and better
3. Inthis verse the decay of the aged those who collect proverbs faste
subject of religion, But the reading of
guide,
and
more to be trusted thay any
74s illustrated under the figure of a man- truth like nails set home, driven to
the Bible by some member of the family,
\the human
creed. In theory, the best of men
-sien’kept and defended by watchmen and bear. - (5) * Given from oneshephe
the exercises of the conference meeting,
differ, Have more or less always differed,
soldiers.
The * house” represents the are these words of the wise, and thes
parental advice and sympathy, sickne
ss:
and may continue to do so to the end of
“bedly-of the aged.
The « keepers” are collections of proverbs.
« Shepherd”
and death of neighbors, together with Dr.
the arms which are to the body what here means “‘teacher.” The “teacher who time, while in heart they are one. IllusWatts's Hymns, all deeply impressed me.
‘keepers are to an estate:
, Once, at school, when
The arms in sought out, sifted and restated ** accepta- ‘trations of this are of daily occarrencetoo
about eleven years
numerous to

age grow tremulous.

1

that came tc
tended divine service together, in ** Zion
him. We regret that we can vot find
| Chapel,” and listened to, a sermon, from a
room for the narrative, but a variety of
legiggmate

appetite so completely. - Judge then of add greatl
y to our streng
my
sarprise when, on inquiry; he said,fT to hear from them occasioth and comfort
relation to some great truths of révelanally, at least.
liked it mpch. It was a genuine Catvin‘* Secret love,” like money on deposit, is
tion, and these of |prime importan, we istic
;
sermon.”
doubt an excellent thing, but the mon| Are DOL Baturally pasa bat be ak We have, been led to make these ; re- eyno that
| ready
‘* makes the mare go,” must be
taken sides,as
committ
J
rli= marks by the perusa
¥
l of an. article in the the circulating eoin. The
sans, ready, were it possible,to put
familiar bands
in Morning Star
of March 29, 1876, headed writing of brethr
the wrong? If we know, or do not know
en beloved in the Lord,
‘Bapt
ists and Free Baptists.” Tn suid ‘whie, years ago,
this, it is, nevertheless, safe to keephas Tar
used to send in their corarticle, occurs the following

The

a cord

wor

talk about ** hearitig both sides,” Bit do
wemol know, little as we know, that in

silk which when loosed let fall the lamp.

2dby the word * Creator,” * thy Crealex.” For the same reason that the child
~ +leves its parent,it should love its Creator.
«Dwr heing, our rank as the highest ofearth
ly creatures, and our . inheritance as the
sams «of God call on us to reverence our
“Maker.
(3) The time to begin the servic
of eGod is “ in the days of thy youth.”
Seven verses are devoted to show that

. of old age, the old age of the man who
has not remembered his Creator. (1) The
days of youth are those of sunshine, light,

wise,

* Or ever the silver cord be loosed,

or the golden

ave here counseled to honor God. (2)
"The motive to remember God is suggest-

~

delicacy.

ble to ‘bei
bear. (4) “““ Desire shall. L fail,” » thatthat
is; appetite of every kind.
** Becaise
man goeth to his long home, and mourners go. about the streets.” Hired mourners wailed at fanerals as they ‘went to
the grave.
:
6.

or, as Isaiah
that rejoiceth

God should béemembered in youth.

a

to be

weight of the insect whioh ge is too fee.

for

amd worketh righteousness, those that remember thee in thy ways.”
We speak
of the sinner as forgetting God, when
we mean he does not so remember the
will of God as to do it.

is considered

Some make the reference

popular’ with ‘the Athenian-like Jovérs of
new things, even though countenifnced
by some who know better, is neither

it would

be natural to find mention of the sense of
taste. (3) ** The grasshopper shall be
a burden,” or burdensome to the appetite of the aged.
Inthe East it is used

example
Remembey the Sabbath day
“so Jeep it: ¥holy”
or, ** We will remem
er the name of the Lord;”
says, ‘‘ Thou meelest him

in the ‘third,

| the
accustomed labor, and
regu [dF Bxcellent. But the unio
mon remark that now-a-days there is no
n jg
dyra, July 8, at which date Bro. Phillips not much only as hearts are
filled with
telling who are Calvinists and who-are
‘sent a long account of his pleasant and the Spirit.
Sectarian bigotry divides
Arminians by their preaching, take the
Joab
vagation, of the friends he met, but love unites,
Those who love’
Chris:
[followfidg: Recent

uh Peta de Ll

Papers.)

4A GODLY

1. “‘ Remember now thy Creator in the
«days of thy youth, while the evil days
@sme not, nor the years draw nigh when
then shalt say, I have no pleasure in
them.”
(1) The kind of remembrance
recommended is that which honors and
< obeys the Creator.
The word. is often

ch of another (han (hej,

J own. Wy tUBSP cases, if there
js Union,

g from their rest in the

OE a

.

‘on instruction and Wor
.

idk
hl Sa hin

see. Lesson

dik, | Mrs. Jeremiah Phillips, were

6. * Also when.they Shall be afraid of
LIFE.
that which is high.” (1) The aged are beings, to cavil with his inscrutabl
disEgcleglastes 12 :1--14.
reluctant | 9 «limb any steep. places ipbdald of men, whed wé lcd ndt uth
Text: “ Godliness 1s profits “ Fears shall be in. the way,” that is,
“4@oLpEN
able unto all things.” 1 Tim 4 :8,
when they think of going abroad they
y
———
fear lest they meet with some mishap. presumptuous! Yet,
Motes and Hints.
(2) ““ And the almond tree shall floar- pertains on on, and me, fellow-sihner,
“The almond tree blossom
Ecclesiastes is the Greek translation ish.”
)
s in and, who can” estimate’ its folly, br its
- ‘of Koheleth, the Hebrew title of this book,
winter, and -on a naked 'steth.”
The culpability? For, ‘are ‘we not difinely
amd aneans, ‘ The Preacher.”
d, as admonished that “the secret {hings beThe MHe- flower is, at the first, flesh-colorebut,
drew word denotes both the one who it fades, scatters its white leaves on the long" unto
the Lord our God; an urcamvokes and
addresses an assembly, ground. Thus in age the head is whit- gently exhorted, in many
forms,
.- Jt s supposed that Solomon, the author ened. This is the usual view of this fig- tend to tha
things that ure nigh us?
- of the book, assembled those who wished ure, Stuart, however, reads the septence
A disposition to dip into every pa
sokhear his diseourse, and delivered, gmto. thus: * the almond disgusts i"'—disgusts
ble scheme of religion, to read ever}
them the maxims and reflections of
tentious publication, to run afier
is the taste for want of power to masticate
it, or ‘because appetite is gone.
book.
See verse 10.
:
lectur
If
the
er ‘whom his vagaries’ have
LJ
ade
’

here and there find it
nec,

i nga, Bs
essay]

missionafie

a Te

Questions

Our esteemed

There is * sometimes compla
that,
int
germons are too long.

Sometimes

the con.

plaint is well founded. It is better to
leave the people at the close of a sermon

longing rather than loathing.

Different denominations .'have union
meetings
‘sometimes.
And again and
|

with Miss Olive B. French, Nov., 1853,
and with bis wife, H company with Revs.

Dudley Pettengill and - Gordan F. Snijth,

made another tour to Ohio

and

India

After an absence of nearly two years, he
returned to his native town, taught sever-

al terms of school, was town clerk for
twenty years,nineteen of which were con-

seciitive.

He vas a good scholar, sound

in theology, af sympathetic

and

winning

preacher, a most affectionate husband and

father,

He led hundreds to the Saviour,

many of whom are already fn heayen, and
others are on their way to meet him

above. He was a modest, unassuming,
meek, devoted servant of our Lord.
8

life was one of Fptighiness and, purity.
e rests from his
Jabors and his works
will follow him. ' Sistér Pitman and their
sons, who did alin their power

to 'com-

font him snd lessen ] his
we Je is
ong
illness, share
the
patl
raven of his and their friends. May
they al all meet
m id at last last in 'N.
heavens.
BRoOK.

3

QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROWL, A. HOWE,
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WRITE THE sag
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ing- | we are ¢
ge may denote, nothing
)3e who sing i 8 | deigns Lo is
of “man
We
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(For

for us to ¢

IRr
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a
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. 5 About!

fivero'clock

{'house Eh 6 en:

noe

the

”

enivy

"fo!

flence

The lifted heart |

©

I Yas

As
renews,
Its hidden 1ifé his lovebloom betray.

iy Tago a

vain desire,

do |
and aepire.
To wait, fo worship,
Enough
to k w the Futher’s care :
rejoice;

Bobugh
te
brea! the this upper sir,
ugh, his face, to heur his voice,

a while,Kee
and moultyou
He,

— Augusta Larned.

ORIES OF MR. FINNEY.

phrase, **

-

claimed,

*

face, and pitifully

Please, Mr. Finney,

ex-

please

Forty years o f
teaching by such a man in class-rooms
“filled with ardent students; forty years of
preaching b such a man to a congrega
ng nearly a thousand young
tion co!

Mr. Finney’s eyes so startled him that
they had no sovner passed each other than

started on a run.

into his likeness,”

student is directed ‘conmost beautiful
models. In that way the mind and soul
to imitate that
are inspired with a desire
:
which is so admirable. In religions
be
the same course shoul
trainin
pursued. We should not askif we are
as well as onr neighbors, but if we
doi
are doing as well as we possibly can do.

Some

to the highest and

are organized for

rapid

making

Ife; for such to be

progress i n spiritual
content w ith ordmary attainments, isto
waste precious gifts, to bide ina napkin
the talent that should be put ai inter-

bt.

lawyer in Auburn, as he himself tells
the ‘story, bad never seen him until he
met him on the street. The glance of
he instinctively

suggestive

the

tic training,
stantly

ied eloquence. And those great, searching gray eyes—who ever saw them looking through bim avd forgot them? A

greatest work at Oberlin.

.

If our eyes are fixed upon those who
are higher than ourselves, we shall be
conscious of our own deficiencies, and
such consciousness is the first step in attempting a nobler life. The self-comcomparing
placenc/ that comes frém
ourselves with those who are living upon

Recol-

lTecting himse fin a moment, he was not
greatly reassured when he stopped, turned about, and saw Mr. Finney standing
still and watching the performance with
those same tremendous eyes.

a low

plane,

is faial to

v

| r er

plication, according to the approved ideal

day conversation of Christians

e

trust thou hast wnderstood the song we
have tried to sing. ‘Thou knowest that
we ¢ould not understand a wordof it. »
quarrel,

and

York:) once

Me. ‘Fi

ey

was called into a meetingof the leading
members

pastor's parlor, a8 a

‘in * the

He offered prayer, asking
peace-maker.
oe
that Sister —— might ** have the

of silence,” that the pastor might: *

Boaw

ful living, this quickening principle loses
low can it again be restored Lo its former
vigor? This useless, worthless,

said,
* Give
can
fancy that
his favorit a

-

What

gable

-is that state of soul so indispen-

to eyéry

follower

and

of Christ,

without which be must be rejected as

experience

had been €o like that of the great evangel-’

ugeless,

profitless,

and

worthless?

I

Gegtiles—in the wonderful would answer, Tt is thé grace of God in
character of his conversion, his inner ex-: the hedrt of man, whereby he is made
perience of the ' truth, and his abunda n ‘holy and kept holy. What salt is to the.
labors,
4
)| bedy, that religio4sn to the soul. Salt
As a teacher, he encouraged the freest -purifies, renovates, invigorates; salt hin-

:ists 10

the

inquiry and discussion’ in the class room.

ders corruption, and arrests decay.

‘He wanted his students to think for thém-

love of

So the

God, which is religion, this; too,

only pardon and peace, but life and purinst_ his | ty.
own, a
The true Christian is he ‘who is most
ould smilingly is his Lord. The true Christian is he
reply, * Well, T don't e with Finney who day by day grows in grace, unself-in
on that point.’ (‘One
Lan issue’ that: ishness, in anworldliness, in courage,
. A'|
cameup in the recitation~room over some: {ruthfniness, in devoteduess to
philosophies statement, was adjourned for. merely barren faith will be of little avail ;
rther discussion, with a student, at. his a love of listening to what are sometimes
fons, | Quote

we

earlier assert)
of, h
revised opin Ney and he

[]
.

|

some

®

L]

oft

Tn

i curryabr to ‘them
salvation, ~ Desire

180 to
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After fifty years of efficient service, the
Morning Star now enters upon its second
Half Century with an experience full of
promise, and a purpose full of hope.
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The History of the Freewill Baptiste
covers the first half century of ourexistemes,..
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominatiemedhistory. 75 cents; postage, 10 cents.
The Memorials of the Free Baptists

give the rise and progress of this body ef
Christians \in New York, till the time of their um--ion withthe Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Minutes of the General Conference:
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Series,
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each,
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the Legislature, in the interest of the peo- the subscriber more than any other perRest,
ple, would have to éstablish one.
inaction ; ‘son. And we may commend it-with condoes not’ me an
of course,
but it implies a putting aside of our usual fidence to all, as a paper that is liberal
pursuits. We gain the relaxation we require by devoting our aftention to fresh and’ progressive, alive to every good
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|
| collection, and to his kindness we

fear outside | in all ‘three, the outcroppings of
which
interference, we have internal evils that can
not but be seen, and this is but the
es, but we do need to practice more of should excite : our deepes
t + solicitude. slightest manifestations of its pervading inthe spirit of the Christians of those days. There is reason to hope that we
have es- fluence,
Mri en, oy
caped our most fearful perils—those at———
When Charles Sumner lectured - on
tendin
g the origin of the government, caste, he touched the bottom
“ “Worse than not fulfilling an engageof the troubment at all is a habit of fulfilling it slow- slavery and rebellion. In doing this the les of reconstruction and the
future peace
ly. Have you never experienced the ex- people have shown so much nobleness of and protperity of the’ South.
Hereditary
a
:
a
oy
he
kwardness of character,mold
80 much of the trae spirit
of distinctions are not ‘abolished by proclapersons who have engaged to do you devotion and philanthropy, as to encour- mation, are not extinguished, if sometimes
some service, and in whom you confisuppressed, by martial law. The hope of
| *8¢ the best hopes for fn ture stability and
- ‘dently relied ? May you never, if you
the South, we are told, lies in this, that
«have not.
Plans disarranged, yourselt
But now, as ever, the universal law np- and the other, but the real hope underlyand others disappointed, ard you person- pligsfo us, Tu all nature there is
either ing all true prosperity is in the leaven of
‘ally.obliged to do at the last minute progre
ss or decay. Wherever and when- Christian workers, not missionaries ‘alone,
work that others had fairly engaged to ever the first ceases the latter begins
. but among the people theinselves, whose
do for you,—those
are only the minor Hitherto our history has-been one of proghomes are there, and who are a part of
items of such experience.
If there could ress, and we all know that there is room the native population. One earnest Chrisbea new dispensation of power,
that for progress still without limit. Failing tian worker and liver in a community will
~weuld'seize these slow consciences and at any point we recede and perish. The be instru
mental of untold good. Undoubt"arouse them to some sense of the hate- lesson, then, for us to learn and practice edly, he will
be called upon to suffer, to
fulness and sin of being habitually be- earnestly and vigilantly, relates to the béar many
Rersecu
tions for righteousness’
hindhand, this poor world would
be a way and means of its accomplishment.
sake. His
nyme will probably be unhergreat gainer.
The qualities which preserved us in the alded and his
death obscure, but his life
past can’alone save us in the future. With will be literally
spent for his. fellow-men,

~economize to their cost. This is émphat* ically the case when they refuse
their
pastor a vacation, on the ground
that
they have hired him for a year and they
' must get their money's worth. But
even
~if it is simply a question. of getting their
* money’s worth, the churches would much

:

probation.

that although we no longer

give up written sermons or church edific-

achiovement,.

dhtranee to! thé gar. | resents 6” wonderfuTt well so.
Cite has operated fuvorable tipdn the | Gonfdint
strides lwe have
that
théy
would
ruin
the
is,
rion,
bow - the bravifold Major awoke, | been aking fo the last ‘ventury,
missionaries who returned ill in the fulness of those now in
operation
,
withand
with
his sword, s gle-handed, drove
spring.
ot
a

* trees, by the sea-shore, on the mount. | ents of the age wo stand unrivaled
. "Yet | |
ains, ond in the caves of the earth” | We have not
passed

}

®

eet STEL T 1
orators

:

aX

Z

va

really larg
in e
what is infinitely better,

—well united, thoroughly

sor and cor. scriptures, well to do
respondent of the academy of Jurispru- well in benevolence
dence and Legislation of Madrid. The We found some of. the
olitionists in Maine ;
academy has appointed a commission
of

taught in the

farmers, and doing
and

labors.

Here

first and oldest aband, ag might be
expected, alive to the wants and condi.

nine members to prepare a report on the

present. condition
of
penitentiaries
Spain, and submit it to the next sessi
on

tion of the colored people at Harper's
.
Ferry.
Bro. Theo. Stevens is now the accepta-

in
of

thé international prison Congress, which

Stockholm, Sweden, next ble pastor of the church, vigorously work’| ing in his usual able and pungent assaults
year, by invitation of the Government.
.
on all sin,commending in warmth of soul,
~—THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT, There and almost” boundless
enthusiasm, . the
is a bundle of red tape in the way
of com- love of Jesus, to a lost race. Thirtyeyears
Pleting the Washington monument.
The ago, Bro. Theo. Stevens with his brother
will be held in

Secretary of ‘the monument Society
Ng
has John, and a few others, carried, by their
received a communication from
the Secre-' indomitable pluck and faith and Divine
tary of State, transmitting the opinion
help, a large majority of this whole counthe Attorney-General on the act maki of try into
the arms of freedom, justice and
ng
an appropriation for the completi
on of the truth. No wonder the pepple now honor,
monument, The Attorney-General
states him, and others like him, when the last
that the first step to be taken is
to trans- link of oppression, which for centuries
fer a conveyance of the monument
and bound millions, is now broken forever.
grounds by the Society to
. We confess to having felt much at home
the United
States. When this is done, the
Commis- in the pulpit of such a man, and surroundsion is authorized to expend such
a sum ag ed by life-long defenders of the abolition
is necessar

y to test the. strength of the
foundation of the monument, If
found insuffi

faith unto righteousness in Christ,

‘At the close of the services, cash

cient, nothing else can be done until
further

and

pledges for Hurper's Ferry aggregated
action is taken by Congress, but
$81.00,
with good prospects of consideraif
it shall be found sufficient,
the Commis- ble mére to come. Brethren, the people
sien will proceed at once with
the comple- of color all through the South greatly
tion of the monument, making
no deviation neéd our help. ' Our ‘missionaries must
:
Whatever from the pres
:
plan.
Our | have aid, or. abandon their
next centennial, at least,entwill
- robably | Must not allow our brethrentowork. ‘We
be overWitness the completion of the

won

x

:

"|

L

but is

powered bythe
+

enemy; and discouirage-

“~

:

iid

prison

vam

i

.
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~Remobsoot Yearly Moting: |

munity, sits

The Porty- fifth weston of the- Penobscot
Yearly Meetitig was held with the chitirch

as a

widow

in

HANCOCK & (
session with

Vice-President;

hy

The Q. M's were all reported ny letter

and represented by deldgates.” Feven of

tions.

rted revivals and addi-

Several

of the Q. M, reports were

IR Sr,

bore fraternal greetings, ‘and assured’ us
of hearty co-operation in every Christian

_ enterprise.

The following delegates ware chosen

the Y. M. To New Hampto represent
shire Y. M., Rev. O. Pitts; Maine Western Y. M., Rev. W. H. Yeoman; Maine
Central Y. M., Rev. E. Harding; New

Te led the

PC

JPe

pos

in ww

+ I wish it was in my: power to tell ist
what this work in the * Zenanas’ ig, and all

in th

about it, so that the sisters cou

pot

derstand
it. . How can we refusé!
to go nd

between

Baptist

State

Convention,

Rev.

N. 'F.

Weymouth.

The committee on the state of religion

iment

meetings

the

coming

fall

or

winter,

seeking such ministerial and lay help. pe§
they shall be able.
:
MISSIONS.
Resolved, That the Penobscot Y. M.
Shall be considered a Missionary organization.
2. That the Penobscot Y, M. recom-

mend

within

for

to the
ifs

raising

Q.

M's

limits,

and

churches

the lowing

Aus on

the funds o arity

ge their
installments.

an

Rint

Mis-ion
2. That

the amoun
by each church for the
previeds quarterbe reported to each

thirsty man drinks water. Orie’ of our’ mew

houses, is'the house of a. native King's son,
lately moved here ‘from - Calcutta. ‘He bas a’

very sweet, lndylike

Hite

body for ‘a’ wife.

‘She and a little ‘ddughter abotit' seven years
old, are learning, and they are ‘dnXious ‘that
the: teacher should come every day.’ It is one
of Mary’s houses, and she has, besides, eight
‘other High caste houses, who all beg her to

come every day.

But she apd the native teach-

he

te of Illinois, whose pastors have
f

|

! “177

Ue.

have been opened. I’ supposé ome of them
was, but, just as Mary and I were in'the midst

Bishop Wiley, of the Methodist

Episco-

pal Church, finds the climate of New England, his episcopal:district, injurious to his
health, and has arranged to exchange districts with Bishop Foster, of Cincinnati.

Archbishop

= Bayley,

crans,

of

Columbus,

and

month,

“rate churches.

3. That the Pefiobscot Y."M. most earnestly
ts ministers and pastors within its limits to sée that the work “of rais-

of

funds.

The preaching by Rev's E. N. Fernald,
J.

Mariner,

J.

'N. Rich, L. H. Witham

andJ. 8. Burgess was alike interesting
and ip harmony with the piri. of the
gospel,
A vote of thanks was tendered to the
church and society for the very generous

hospitality with which they entertained
the Yearly Meeting. Also to the Maine
Central Railroad Company for reduction

of fare.

Next

session will

be held

with

the

church at Burnham Village.
E. PRrEscorT, Clerk.
nnn

.

A correspondent at this Yearly Meeting
session adds the following: This Y. M.

is more deeply concerned in the State
Home Mission Societies from its extensive field, and numerous small and destitute churches, than any other portion of
Maine.
We presented the cause of the

State Society, by engagement, and found
many warm hearts ready to respond with
such mgans as they possessed. The people in Eastern Maine are very warmhearted, frank and generous, alive

to ev-

ery good work; but in consequence of
little money, and very heavy burdens for
Pittsfield School,

the

amount

we

raised

was far inadequate for pressing and essential wants. These wdnts are seen and
+deeply realized by many ministers in the

Y.M. Now, if the laity of the Y. M,
will but earnestly join with these excel"lent ministers of Christ, the cause’ we!so

much love will most gloriously succeed.
Some $106.00/in cash and pledges

was

the full sum obtained, both at the Y, M.
and on the Sabbath

following,

at North

and South Montville.
Considering how

much

many

of the

churches are suffering for aid, we hope
public collections’ will be’ immediately
taken by the eharches, or money raised

in some way in the State, for the Eastern

‘portion of the

state,

and forwarded

to

school, and thousands

of the people are

‘population was less,

work:

laborsat Haverhill, Mass.
ASHLAND, N, H.'

On

‘Sunday, August 20,

before the morning service, eight persons were
baptized,all of whom united with our church

than

four millions.

The Kreuz Zeituny States that’ eighty
theological stidebts recently met at Berlin to consider the ghestion of altering the
ordination VOW., (A majority favored the
position that né candidate: for ordination
shouldbe ‘required to subscribe to any

‘confession of fhith. oh
|, The next session of the éongress

of the
Old Catholics will'be held in “ Breslau, begimning on Friday, September 22

through the north’
FAIRFIELD, ME. Our cause in this place is
doing fairly well. For a number of years
there has been a number of brethren and sisters residing in F. that were F. Baptists, and
could not be at home anywhere else, and were

priying that God would visit them in mercy.
The Lord heard and came; and quite a number
found-the Saviour precious.

One

year

and

a

half ago a church numbering nine was organized. It now numbers forty, and the brethren
and sisters are

up Zion.

well united,

laboring

to

build

Some three weeks ago they resolved

up

Moody's

made

of Scotland,

great work.

fellowing

He

recently

the statement, .* That he

believed

that during the last eighteen

tory, the apostolic age included.”

Deacons
in the Protestant
Church, surprised all who were

Episcopal
present at

between five thousand and six thousand members, and nearly fifty Sun dny schools connect-

outside of the church

ed with them.

have

shown

aiding - our

themselves

cause

at Fair8. B.

Association’ of Oregon,

probably understanding the whole matter as
well as. anybody, have resolved substantially

WESTERN.

that the true solution of the Chinese question

Rev. H, E. Cross, of Cherry Valley, Ill,
has enjoyed a vacation through the kindness
of his people. He has spent some time in

is, not to oppose the coming of Chinese to our
shores, nor to séek any. modification in the
treaty, but to break down by legal restraints
and penalties the present contract systemof

0

Northern

Iowa,

and

length from Mitchell,

writes

in

somewhat

that State.

at:

As, we

can not publish the entire letter, for want of
space, we append the following, which will be
of more than local interest :

We find here as elsewhere

in the West, a

be

the society will not

shine”

upon

the

NoW,

century, in
professed to

but ome in every 1,200

belongs to that society, At fhis rate of decraase
long

exist,

Its

world are dying for the want of a shepherd to
lead them on and break te them the * bread of
life.” = Bro. Pierce is here in the field preaching from two to three-times each Sabbath, and
riding a great distance.
The, Orchard and Burr Oak churches are
supplied with preaching once in two" weeks,
also the Marble Rock church,
The F. B. church, at the village of Mitchell,
has become entirely extinet,

The Baptists are going t6' try the one secretary planin their Board of missions for the

only tivo or three

members now living there. There is ‘a good
brick edifice in Mitchel, and it is really an inviting field for any, one who is willing to work

and sacrifice for 4 few months until an ‘interest
is gathered, then a good support

can

be

had.

The writer has preached there twice to a good
and attentive audience. The few remaining
are willing to do all they can, and are mourn

ing over the condition of Christ’s cause among
them.

Bro, Pierce is laboring as best he can

under the discouraging circumstances

to hold

the field, but seems willing to give it up as

The Religious Book Society of London
2,000,000.

copies

of Bunyan’s

has

Pilgrim’s

Progress within a few years.

The RevsHenry Morgan has offered $10,000
to the Methodists if they ‘will build a Tabernacle in Boston to accommodate the masses, and
several parties have each subscribed $1,000,

present year, in consequence of the Gardner
difficulty, and then report upon the experiment.

held

Y.M. willbe
Lake, Noble

I

Dr. Fallowes, the new

Reformed

church Bishop, has had letters from

Episcopal
fiftéen

to

twenty towns in Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Towa and Missous,’ all pleading for the
establishrhent . of : the : Reformed Episcopal
-Ghurch-in their limits,
Another outrage on a Protestant missionary

recefived twenty wounds, from the effects of
which it is doubtful whether he can recover.
\

The * VINEYARD OF

with

the

Clerk,

Manchester, N. H.

The amotnt
8,0 Education

Heol
Suipts in the Star of August

,

Ti

should

Serofula, and
eases aviswng
vod

stole of tne blood,

No medicine ever offered to the public has given
such universal satisfaction as Dr. Quain’s Magic
Condition Pills. Their praises are on every tongue
avhere their merits are
known. A single’ package
of twentv-five Pills is enough to warrant théir success is any neighborhood where used, as they strike
at once at the seat of disease and show their healing power almost immediately. Thousands of
voluntary testimonials of ‘their morits havé been
received by the agent, from thosé who have been
cured by them, of which
the following are
samples:

Four Years, Constipation

been

the

I oe

$1. Ww ny

Yours truly,

A
seni

Cared

by

Quain’s

IT WORKS WONDERFULLY.
*

A Bottle In Every House.

“SUNSHINE
More than 100 lar
large print stories. I

unrivaled for the

of

Dysentery,

Chronic Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus.

Conditien

. B.T. LANE.
i) Condition Pills

Readers.

FOR BABY LAND.”
Jictures, and as many
$1.25,

Boston. D. Li & Co., Pubs.
UnbAY S0mooLS wanting any kind of
upplies will do well $0 send to me,
uggestions
2k Sunday Suhel Watkeie, 150 daxts from
‘otipture under 16 divisions, Sxxr Fa.
oad to Baan, Sava, 3 Bromfield Steet, Boston.

8t33eow

- LANGELL'S ASTHMA & CATARRH REMEDY.
k ad oath ‘wit
With A

TESTIMONIAL FROM

Fink;

HOME

FOR

‘LITTLE WANDERERS,
This certifies that we have used DR. SETH
ARNOLD'S Bilan several years, and consider 1t
the BEST
REMEDY we hive ever tried for
DIARRHEA and DYSENTERY, and most cordially recommended it to the
the public.
TOLLES, Supt.
Signed
A DAY at home.
nts wanted. Outfit
and terms free. TRUE & CO., Au, usta.
"nos

Ni NIS wanted for the “BEST"
Hbecription books. Satisfy your
by addbesing |
?

Pub, Vou
¢

9 Barclay St., N. Y.
{
4136

Bos
Cards, with name for 10 ots, and
stamp, best assortment of acquaintance &
ENGINEERS
and Engine
Owners | Rooster cards ever seen, full pack for 10 ots.
Samples for stamp.
should all understand the Agents wanted.
M. W.
Conn.
ALLEN GOVERNOR.
Illustrated circular sent iree. | D WD & Co., Bristol,
4835
. B. ALLEN, Boston.
iflcous Chromos, 2}
| fe
, 24 colors, for $1,
hesWi so) Trgin,” “Beatrice,”
" 0
To the Working Ciass,—We can turnish you
&Storm, " se.
end $1 for Phable, satis
taction guaranteed. Chromos of all ki nds. New
employment at which you can make very large
She 9x11.
y, in your own localities, without being away
Catalogue
free. J, LATHAM & CO.,
tt Publishers, 419
Rom home over might. Agents wanted in every
Washington St., Boston.
town and county to take subscribers for The Cen.
rennial Record, “he largest publicatien iu the United states—16 pages, 64 columns; ‘Elegantly Illus.

9998838898953

trated;

Terms only $1 3

year.

devoted to whateveris of inte) est
year.

The

Great

The

Record

is

connected with
Exhibition

at

Philadelphia is fully illustrated in detail. Every.
body wants it, The whole people feel great inter.
est in their Country’s Gen nnial Birthday. and
want
to know all about it. An elegant patriotic
crayon

RIPON COLLEGE

ARS to furnish young
thorough mental and

men and women with “
moral training. A Class-

ical, a Scientific and a Musical
each extending over four years

co
are

‘of study.
open to stu,

drawing premium picture is
presented
dents of both sexes.
A thoroughly o nized
free to each subscriber. It is entitled, *‘In rememPreparatory School offers facilities for the bei
brance of the One Hundredth Anniversary of the fitting for college courses; also instructio
n Aehe
Independence of the United States.” Size, 28 by
branches of a geperal English and 4 businesy edu.
30 inches. Any one can be a successful a ont, for cation.
The
penses are very
low.
Board
but show the paper and picture and hundreds of room-rent, tuition and “incidentals,
cost just
subscribers
are ‘easily obtained éverywhere,
$133.50 a year; or in the College Department, fy.
There is no business that will pay
like “this at 60. Tuition 1x the
Department is extra,
present. We have many agents who are makin, g | and is $1.00 a week. Musical
Both youngi Ihon an
and
omen
a8 bigh as $20 per day and upwards. Now {is the; uisj
ma earn a part—some have ea me
whole—
tame; don’t delay.
Remember it costs nothing to
eir suport by manual service. Fall term be.
give the business a ial end for our circulars,
gina. Sept
For catalogue oF information, ad.
formas and sample cop of paper, which are sent
ress
250411
0 re thoes apply: do itto-day. Complete out
¢ EH. MERRELL, Frefident, Ripon, Wis:
fl, free
who decide to engage. Farmers
and Mechanica, and their sons aud duughters
ake cy
the TH best of
agents. Address,
per day at home, Samples
E CENTENNIAL RECORD,
Foitinnd, Maine.
$6.70
§ 20
weed
do hid
nostry” 3
.
[3

¢&

An IMPORTED REMEDY, CANNABIS INDFEA.
This wouderful
‘preparation, known
by the
above title, which %
attained such celebrity duthe last
yearsin all
parts of the
United
8 as a positive cure for
Consumption, Bronchiis nd
thma, oan Zow be ol
at all
firs
s duggise.
WV
ve .made
pe!

arrangements

”

lente, (nai, “for
for re

Hemp,” and having
racted upon its
_.— "soil e climatein Kmerica
100 Shang.
cha
eable to extract

e
bes!
al
rd
extracted iy midsummer in
{ods mot lsapates Anas will break
wnpiior hab
in twenty-four hours, One bottle will satisfy the
0€s8 nol

|

Lane, Agent, neater,

For Younge est

Improved Farm

doe.
Send
for
culars.
References in
every State in the
Union, who will confirm the
above facts,
-J. Bo WATKINS & 00., Lawrence, Kan.
or 72 Cedar 8t., New York.
Ly47
double ther
“Dr.
EN
Chase's
improved” Hs
yr
Book.” Address Dr.
ing House! Ann Arbor, Mich.

\d

DANVERS, MASS; Jay 10] 1675.

e of Dr. Quain’s M
ant address on recei

Iowa

SOMETHING NEW I

sale by leading druggists. Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,
38 Hanover 8t., Bos nm Misg, General AS iiss
£m

THERE SHOULD BE

Kansas, Missouri and

Two

JOHN W. LORD.

HISTORY

First-Mortgage Coupon Bonds Guaranteed. We
guarantee as an assurance that we loan not to exceed one-third of the actual value. In many years’
business have never
lost a dollar,
No cus-

Three

Room

THY.FULL

10 Per CentNet.

and

Bowels

to My

Yours Wipectra

inh

PLACE

of

onfined

FIND THAT

OF THE Wonderful careerof Ni}
DY &
SANKEY in Great Batam and
18 & Suc
cess everywhere. All want it—rich or
r. From
5 to 20 books a day’s work. It is the on y complete
work published, con
Mr. Moody’s (] Sermons
and
PRAYER MEETING
ALEKS.
Sankey’s 4
dresses, and eve
un
of interest.
pages, steel portra
12 engravings, Priee po pa
Address H. GOODSPEED & 30. 14 Barcia St.
New York.
[

oll disrom a

ME LANE. :—Dear Sir :—For Lhe ‘last twenty-five
roars
om, sia
ver an ih
Neural ia and
eumatism, a.
ver, and
Kidney
y
causing severe ia in’ the hack and pak often
unable for mon 4 to stoopto pick up any small
article from the floor. I have had several doctors,
spentat
deal for medicine, which did no
890d, 2
finally concluded I must suffer the.rest
of my Site. I happened one
RE day 13 see you adver
tisement in the
preoe
t. I thought the
medicine just what I needed, and 1 pion to i
last April for a package of Pills. “Before I
taken eight I felt like a new
son. Can Hid
well nights, eat well, Ld have ho Neural
Jaiv 4
can stoop/as
well as ever;M y friends area
nishe
at the change in me, and think it will not last. My
sister hass uffered from Inflammation of theBowels,
and Cons
ion, and wishes to try your medicine.
I intend stil to take them, and would not be without them if money would buy them. I think they
must prove a hem. in thousands who will be
induced to
closed you will find $1.00;
please send

BALSAM

BALDWIN

CINCINNATI, O.

AGENTS

alysis, Fever and Ngwe,

‘Pills.

TR. SETH ARNOLDS

Diarrhoea,

but Imitations.

a

Cornplaink, Piles, Par:

. Xears

Great SUMMER Medicine!

cure

Complain,

Neuralgia and Rhcapmatiom. Liver and
Kidney Complaint for Twenty-Five

Society

have

350.000 COPIES !
All other Similar Works are

Remedy

WEST
LEBANON, MR., Feb. 22,1875.
MR. rig
. LAXE:—I have. been sick. for
four yearswi th Dyspenaia. and for the past three
years, OE
andi the" pata 1 o of the Bowels. I have suffered all the pain I could endure
and live. . I have been
ed to my room for
two years, apd gould po sleep nights Tithout the
use of E shorDhitue, I have been
given up by physicians
as pagt
cure, I have taken one
e of
DR.
QUAIN’S CONDITION Hus and hey
ave
done me more good thsn dll the doctors I have
had, Isleep well, I eat well. and
have no
.
“Tto} are Mil they po Teoutlennded'to be. Ate
send me three packages,
two
nei
ors

ey

Years it has stood

“THE SONG HERALD”

cians,

Treas,

Music.

Is the le, tia successor of ** SONG KING”
and «6
G QUEEN.” Which have had a com«
bined yn of over

Dr.
Quain’s
Condition Pills made me
Eat
Well, Sleep Well and Free from
uiny after belug given up by. Physi=

139.45
N. BROOKS,

out,

throng

J. CHURCH&CO. Publishers,

¢.

¢

th

Wena

New & Beautiful

Years.
Pain do 1 Could not sleep
without Morphine.
One Package of

y

all of Mr. Palmer's

g a, Constipation, Sek

wish to try them.

N H for support of

pon

Every page omni we

Reoachs, Neadoewne,
Nervousness, Kidney

nflamimation

sen

Shu
)

forme
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commencing the lastday of Sept. Conference
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A. WOODMAN, Clerk.
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cupied the pulpit Sabbath

success. Let us pray .the Lord ‘of tle harvest that he may send forth more laborers.
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SPRINGFIELD (Me) & M. will hold its next session
with the Jareh at
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Sabbath in Oct.; conference, Friday preceding, at 2,
M.S8S. SCRIBNER,
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England, one person in every 180
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FARMINGTON
M. Ministerial Association will
hold its next session at Dunn's Corner,
Mount Verwile vend
.. Sept. 1% afternoon and evening.
Essays
ead, and sl tes
of sermons by each memwill be‘e;
and di
Sermon in pubHer in the evening.
« 8. SWIFT.

power to keep those brought here in a state of

that'we had the strength of body to en- in Queretaro was struck down by a mob.. He
‘hearts, from the Christian life and labors feel
dure the toil, we should certainly feel called wag pursued into thé church, where he had
of one neverto be forgotten. As we oc- upon to enter this field, and trust in God for taken refuge after being attacked, and there he

80
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the shireh at

the ‘.Chinese companies,” and to destroy their

great destitution in Zion. The religious interestis rather low and some churches that would
and

for

IT Sent by Mail on yeeeipt of 73 ots,

DELEGATES
and others designing to attepd the
Vi. Y. Mw!
Rlease notify atthe earliest conveniénce
and ‘ whethé
rail or otherwise.
Those coming
north over the Cen, Vt. R. R. will leave the train at
Royalton, when the stage will take them to place of
meeting ; those coming south over the same road, will
leave the cars at West Randolph, where teams will
be in readiness» for
Adres conveyance to sald place of
meeting,
dress all lettersto
W. GRIFFIN, E. Randolph, vt.
8134

For Forty

The Congregational

ot ised

DR. QUAIN'S

A. P, WHITNEY,

churches, with

commencing the 3d Friday, at 1 o'clock. It
will be dedicated free from debt. Friends
very friendly by
field.

Book.

| Price, 76 ots: J $7 50 por dogen copies.

Anspio 8. M. hi be beld with the church at
West Paris, ae
and 7.
Q. M, Conference on
Wednesday, at
M.
Prayer meeting at 9. A, M.
Also on Tuésday evening at iSo'clock.

Two Indians, who were recently admitted by Bishop Whipple to the order of"

Indian Territory, over eighty

Singing.

Aug. 24.

ELLSWORTHQ. M. will
Pond church, Sept, 15-17.

years there |

had been more converts than during any
of the other periods of the Church's his-

their examination by the extent of their
to build
a house for God. Bro. Wm. Cilley |
Scriptual and doctrinal knowledge. ' They
gave the lot, worth $200, the house is now up,
have béen in training for the ministry over
37 x 60 feet, the outside covered and painted.
The inside is being finished in a neat manner. two years.
It will be ready to convene the Waterville
’ There are Thive Baptist Associations in the

Quarterly Meeting, which will be held in Sept.,

Music

Day Schools,

2. 8

prodhes astonls
i
hing results”

Adams Brown:

in Mexico is repo
by the Independent, the
victim being the Rev, Mr. Phillips of the Presbyterian mission, who on proposing to/preach

afternoon,

met.
each

keen carriageand got it home.’ To-morrow {it ‘earnest, consistent Christians. | What a
WHITESTOWN Q. M, (N. Y.) vi be held with the
goes into the carpenter’s hands, and we hope marvelous
srimapl. of the
gospel of church at Unadilla Forks, Sept.22, at 7,P. M.
P. PuiLLIPs, Clerk.
it will be available by the day after. . . We
Christ.” '
are all happy in being allowed the privilege of
Past Otce Addresses.
The redigions showing forthe last i
working here.”
Harrington, Hillsdale, Mich.
Mrs. Bacheler says they need another palan- dred years in the United States is remarkRv Bi H McMurphy, West Campton, N H.
keen and horse for their zenana work at Mid- able.
Statistics goto show that in 1779
napore, and more teachers.
there were 1,943 Protestant churches dnd
Letters Received.
Since the date of this letter, the F.'B. Wom-" 1,443
ministers ; now , there are 91,760 | J D
Clark—J’ Clough~I J Caverno—J
Couhor
an’s Miss, Board, made ‘an’ appropriation of churches and 58,060 ininisters. Then our JE Coon —dJ Copel
Covertio-J
© Fuller—
W T Greenleaf—J H Hart—L
8 Harr
Hub$10’ per month, for" the Midnapore zetiana
bard—J I
ck—H 8 Limbocker—J - M,
L ‘Mal.

Rufus Deering Esq., Portland, Me.
| soon a6 4 suitable man, who is willing’ to take
Montville, especially South Montville, the field, can be found. 'We sinderely wish «
is permanently endeared to many of our man of ‘this stamp could be obtained.” Did we

long and most
mog ably oceupied by. our las

18 amity
ha

UNION
less than 43,000 children attend Sunday| on
church,

ing
funds for our: Home: and Foreign ‘here. ‘The hand of fellowship ‘was givén dt
Mission, and Educational societies be the communion service in the aftérnoon.’’ The
George Muller, the. celebrated author of
faithfully presented to' and presented in Oceasion wis one 'of encouragement’ to all
their separate churches.
-#¢ Life of Trust,” is on an evangelistic tour
Christian hearts.
te VOL. 3. 1. WARD.

Resolutions were passed in favor of
Maine Central Institute, and retrenchment in the manner of collecting Mission

Of

BELKNAP Qi M. will hold its next session with the
Gilford hia
Stmtch, commencing
v Sept,
at 1, P. rs
toad of Se t. Ja Sue usual time,
This
change of
¥ shade’ 1a
rder to accommodate
those who may w Toh to Aan
the New Hampshire
State Reform
Temperance meeting, commencing Sept.
11. Opening sermon Tuesday evening,at 7 1-2 o’clock,by
Rev. J. W. Scribner,
4
2t34
J.G. MUNSEY, Clerk.
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distinction they conferred upon him n taking his |
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It will be a surprise to many to learn
started
outnumber the
for home. Tt began to pour, with a high wind, that the Mohammedans
#0 we had to throw. back the’ top of the car- Christians in British India fifty to one.
riage [an old fashioned chaise]. It was ‘a There are less than 900,000 Christians,
great pour, the water flowed everywhere. while the numbeér of Mohamedans is esti:
‘We were both soaked, and we had plenty of | mated to reach quite 50,000,000.
In some
brother whose hands ma;
hang down, time to realize it, before getting home, which districts they form 80 per cent. of the ipopand seek to help in on in his labors; was a slow process, as’ poor Charley had to ulation.
that we will tryto encourage our lay fight His way, a mile and a half right in the
The ‘Evangelical Messenger notes the
membership to become more active as teeth of the storm. Our shoes were filled with
exhorters ee a
with their pas- water, and when at last home was reached, we triumph of the gospel in the Fiji Islands as
tors in special efforts for revivals, not on- were shivering. Mary had a wetting a few follows: ‘‘ Only forty years ago the Fiji
ly in thelr own churches, but to go out days previously, and has since been & little in- islanders feasted on human flesh, and
with them into he,
the segions beyond as clined to feverishhess. I have told you this drank: warm blood - from human - skulls.
little adventure as a preface to something else.
they shall find opportun i.
2. That we deem it of high importance The rains have set in, and to-day’s experience Their brutal licentiousness and degradathat all our churches hold a series of ‘may be repeated any day, ro, right in the face tion were almost beyond belief. Now. no

reported the following resolutions which
were adopted :
Resolved, That we will consecrate ourselves anew to the work of God. That
we will seek to utilize all the forces we
have; that we will try to encourage any
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er who goes with her, ean not, properly, do
Brunswick Free Christian Baptist Con- even four houses in one day. The other eight
ference, Rev. J, W. Carr; , Methodist | teachers are all overworked inthe same man-

East Maine Conference, Rev. O. Bartlett ;
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lacking in statistics, consequently we can
ents of Catholic journals, -a Catholic sonot say what our statistical standing is. now for the first time ‘tasting
‘the ‘sweets of ciety has been'formed in Rome, with: ¢ its
We hope that no clerk will in the future knowledge—who never see the ‘butside’ world Jheadquarters; in Transtevere, under, the
fail to give statistics in full.
around them; never look oh ' the green fields, yery shadow of the Vaticam,”, for the purOur corresponding messengers to oth troes, or flowers, what'the' pookest’ may revel pose, of securing for the people the right to
er religious bodies gave favorahle re- ‘in? They drink in whut we teach themas the elect the Pope and bishop. , It is said the
ports; and messengers from other bodies
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$2.50 per bottle, or3 bottles, for $6.50.
As this'is au imported article; weS 4a nol commission our remedies,
¢ will be pleased to
make Cash Agents everywhere. Address,

CRADDOCK & CO.,
6t20

1032

Race

St., Philadelphia.

Pa.

HALLS

:

This standard article, is componnded with the
greatest care.
Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as
ever.
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
color.

1t removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effectual,
or desirable.
;
‘Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Wassachusetts, says of it:
I consider it the best) \preparation for its intended purposes.”

Buckingham's
.
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WHISKERS,

This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or any
other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at
discretion. It is easily applied. being in one pre|paration, and quickly and effecsually produces a
permanent color
off.

which will neither rub nor

MANUFACTURED

RB x HALL

wash

BY

& CO., Nashua, N. H.

No. (5.]
~The choicest in he world—I
«6s prices—Largbst Com
mer
ica—staple article
Pleasgs everybody
— Trade
continually increasing—
mts wanted everywhere—best inducemen
i
waste time—send
for Circular to
ROBT WELLS, 43 Vesey Sty N.Y. P. O. Box.
287.
:
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LOW-PRICED-- MUSIC

BOOKS.

* Easy, simplified instruction books are :

Bellak's Method for Reed Organ
Paper 76 Cts.

Boards

$1,00.

Mack's Analytical Method
VIOLIN, BOARDS, 1.00.

for

A capital collection of music for a “home” or
amateur orchestra, consisting of Violin or Flute
or both. Cornet or Clarinet; 2nd Violin and Violoncello or Double Bass and perhaps Piano, is:—

Winner's Band of Four,
Valuable

Books

$1.00
for

Stay.

RITTER'S HISTORY 0 MUSIC,
2 v8. each, $1.50.
|
This concise, complete and interesting history
contains the substance of all that has ever been
written on the subject, and is almost .a necessity
for musieal studedts.

Moore's Encyclopedia of Music;

$6,00

Appendix to Moores Encyclopedia,
Dictionary
of Musical Information,

60
$1,25

Of th
useful books, the first is much the Jag.
est, al
ntaing an immense amount of
on of
sical subjects. The Ap endix a notices of what has srauspived Siged he first publication of the largeb
oi

has the substance of allhath
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” but conde peed as much as possible.
He eid sent, on free, for retall price.
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THE MIDNIGHT

asked the Doctor,
* Yes,” replied

BY MARIELA,

Or rock and hillside brake.
1 slept, and dreamed of lonely hills
‘Where moonbeams never roam;
‘Where ne'er a bird its gladness trills,
Or finds a transient home.

The sky was dark with threatening elouds,
:

apace,

And fitful lightaings rent the.shrouds
Of midnight's storm-cled face,
The treetops bowel, anid'shdly moaned
As winds came rushing down ;

And pent-up thunders crashed and groaned,
Then died in sullen frown.

And, through each flash.of lurid light,
1 saw a maiden’s form;

A maid--alone=in that dread night,
Alone, amid that storm!
Those mountain peaks were dark enough
With night and storm-cloud’s frown ;
now, to brave that tempest rough,

And brave thabnight alone !
The lightning’s flash hath brighter grown,
In prayer the maiden stands;
Her lips refuse to wake one tone,

FISKE ON THE UNSEEN WORLD.

erator. .

1 dread the look each flash reveals;
That brow, so pale with fear—
Those bloodless lips—her mute appeals—

Burns arose and said,

anything else, with a clear conscience,
that I think 1 will gladly follow Christ in
this because of his great love for me."

As soon as he had withdrawn,

~

ie

"Her bark finds sunlit shore.

And thus, methought, doth Jesus come;
Through tempest, storm and night,
-. He bears the bark still nearer home—

* Still nearer heavenly light.
These storms can wréek the soul no more
“When Christ our Lord is near.

“Then MR), ye winds!ye tempests roar!
No trusting heart need fear.
Then waking from this dream so wild,
1 sobbed a heart-full prayer,
That Christ would shield his weary child

‘With arms of tender care.

Family

a

overand

settled, and, if they

expel me,

be a church member.

No

church in: this Association will receive
me, and I shall'be._an outcast without a

say that 1 was called to this work, either,
il I were you.
You can write to Ernest,

“‘'hé’ éan not

I aim one of that

I,”

7
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present

choose

te,

and prosecute

to-morrow,

was the

dynasty

as its * heavenly ancestor,” gave
one
of her'descendants three gifts—a mirror,
a rounded stone and a sword. These

tion,planetary and stellar motion must ultimate1y be brought
to al end, Then suns snd plan

ets, falling together, mustbe crushed, melted,
evaporated by the forceof the concussiongnd
80 become again “nebulous masses
;” or else,—
for the peculiar motion which converts etherial matter into visible matter, also encounters
resistance from the ether surrounding eseh
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tn on the

bad sh govern
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he
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motion, | abd |
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system

their.

. again

thus weve
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ed, “ Stop-awhile,”

If a person

once

every attempt to loosen ome part ‘of his
dress only hooks more firmly another

part.

The man who gets canght by this

thorn is in a pitifal plight ere he gets Fob n

on

fear ‘he is

Ame am in. ho hurry to Goth
in

father,” wos errs reply If Job
‘« Whereas we,as a chareh, are ——
othet business thut yon would®
like
that Bro. Albert Courtuey holds, practic. fothes

views entirely an- have me sted
:
.tagonistic to those maintained by us, thus do it.”
es, and disseminates
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wsé ‘ehirEt Courts

Resolvedy tiiht we
him
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aid Eide
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“It seems to me, Albert,

father; ** that you are EN md
about your propesed plan. as you were
EL Santi t | when you first came home! That is nearly
8ix months ago, isn’t it? How the tiggte
Ws

+ I movethat (he preamble ‘and reso-

gliding away I"
“Yes,” thought Albert,

lution be adopted as the sentiment. of it accomplishing
church,” said Mr, Follett, + pl
a
second the motion,” said Miss Wik

es, as pubbles unite and break up, mow here,
now there, in their play on the surface of a

lief Be
sometimes sheathed with sha
silk cords were bound crosswise
it.

pool, and to this tremendous

, and
around

series of events

we can assign neither a beginning nor an
end!” Thus, it appears, does he cut the knot
of the old question, “Which was first? There
was neyer any first egg, nor auy first pullet,

a inky

“1

nothing;”

ment,

« Na father, I am

farni

a
head, so soon
as things are in sbape, and complete al

but

he

said

not; I don’s

means

to

medical educatioh,

» JOU cam Withdraw be- and will be glad to aid you, in your

chosen work.”
“ No,’ father, -thatk you for your kind.

0 ness,—but that is not ray. Feason,
afraid, J—he hesitated.

I am

4:4

_* What,
m¥ son?” asked his father.

”" That 1 shall have to reich,
father.”
+
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plrents; wil

instead of going to

Sabbath-school,

instead,

Deacon Courtney forgot his (hree-score
Bro. years, as be spraig to hig feet éxclaiming,

“ Thank God! Thank God! O Albert,—

fine siny God bless you | may. (Gad help you!
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express engines running in thea
be ri timed 68, 70, and 72
take the ame ATR “i vaing are course haye
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bad ati Ae Stor a. ni tly lure seconds, or at 69. 2 miles an ‘hour. The
on their victims to dl which satisfy Su fines used are Mr. dtirling’s outside

the very questions which Mr.
Interesting, but which tie

Fiske ‘findsso

admits are too hard

for bis philosophy; a philosophy which goes

far beyond Christianity in requiring faith in

that which is undemomstrated

and

indemon-

strable. Yet
all the lightor warmth it bridgs
|

us frofn the unséen
language of faith,

but in the assurance of con-

scious ‘inte

“1 know in whom 1 have

believed,” appears

fg one’s way udder
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the trackless snows
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ight stars over

pland Winer, com-
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with hows of onfid
| n sutshine journeys homeward
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road in the company of friends familiar with
fhe way.

in, any

sense the product of material phenomena.”
feds convinced that the conscious soul can
not be material. The Power, in co-operation
with which our souls have those experiences
which we call the pereeption of material
qualities, must be similar to the mental part of
ourselves, and can not be material,
These
two, then, God and thié soul constitute the one
“ gn orderly ‘phautasinagoria,” a series of cons

simply by the hammer, and
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DON'T THINK.

:

niolded

into

been
mide, They bend almost as easi it
less. When expostulated with,or reproved,
| oq aper, and yet can be torn only wi
our apology is, “I didn’t think.” Little di culty.
J
folks and big folks, men and women, young
M.,
MOUCHET,
a
professor
at Alengon,
men and maidens, Christians and sinners, has invented § Machine for utilizing
the
all excuse many faults and blunders by. the heat of the sun.
|
Bd
plea of 4 I didn’t think.” And We seém fo
think our want of consideration is a suffi
| minke Questions.

snould use the ability? It doesn't’ answer
for us to say, ** 1 didnt think.” We were

{1

Tt is our business tb think.

Reader, just think of it.—Baptist Union.
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¢hanic will

read with close

attention

the let-

ters from leaders of Trades-union, which Mr.
Brassey here publishes for the first time. He
bas taken pains to prepare this article, especially to show Americans how the price of labor
in England is affected at the present time,
Another of Philip Gilbert
Hamerton’s interesting letters to Amerieans, describing ait =
matters; in Europe, also appears in this number. Just at this time when
the farmers are
hsrvestiug, an article by Han. Alexander Delmar, on the productive resources of Bavaria,
will be welcomedby them.
New York: A. 8.

Barnes & Co.
RRRYN

The September’. number of Lippincott's
opens with the ninth article lof the illustrated
series entitled “ The Century; its Fruits and
its Festival,” treating ably of the exhibits in

Machinery Hall.

It will be found one of the

most instructive and fdteresting of the series.
In the

illustrated

sketch of * Lapland,” the

writer, presents a realistic picture
of the Lapps, their industries and

of the life
modes of

trading, with some notes on the phenomena of
wild.

region.

* On

a

Housetop in Capri,’by Robert McLeod, is a
many picturesque

and beautiful points of interest that can be
seen In hd from that romantic island.
The

third paper of Robert (Wilson's

** Eastern

Shore of Maryland” is chieffy devéfed
account of the, land Andustries of
« ig

sula,

Poetry 1s well

to an
he

represente

e

Crickets - Mission;” by Mary be bea
and “Pg —=, with a Rose,” a Lagi of
some merit, by Sidoey Lanier.

‘The continu-

ation
| of Lady Barker's interesting Letters,
and. the
copgluding chapters. on *¢ George
Sand,” by Ry Davey, with the usual ‘Monthly
Gossip,” and “Literature of the Day,”make up
a very bright Rumber.
“Philadelphia: J. B.
Hippitiesttao, ”
;
RI

Tlie September number of Scribner contains
three complete old-fashioned * stories, viz,:

out any source whence the formative force
could originally come, Yet what a wretched-

“ The Ghostly Rental,” by Henry James, Jr.;
# The Voyage ‘of thé Amerida,”a dialect story

ly inadequate , substitute

of a shipwreck (with the. doubtiul fascination
of being true), by Elizabeth Stuart helps;
and ¢ Princess Isle,”? a charming fairy story
from. the German, with dainty illustrations by
Fredericks,
‘Other illustrated papers are:

is: his, conception of

(God and the would, for the. grand. doetrine of
revelation that all things were made by Him
and exist through, the

enecgy

intelligent, free Will.

It indeed makes

of the

eternal,

God,

a9 every possible philosophy must, central in
the universe, but it makes him

a: limited,

necessitated Being, without creative power in
the true sense, because He can create nothing
that is real. Indeed, nothing at all, since, ey +

erythipg fs eternal.

The mutual succession

Who carried a little coat to er, ison ulous masses out of the eatastropheof worlds
elr subsidence into;
the etherial | ocean,
hd Who had cont +without 4 sedm
|:
no peginniug; becapse thagUniversal Spirit
Fool What was Elijat’s dying gift to Elisha

el

madeto think.

produces

of nebulous masses, fit for. the, generationof
systems of worlds, the reproduction of nebs

[Answers inn three
thr Weeks, J

been: endowed

| with ability to think, unless it be that We

God

goul,
Thus he avoids the impossible sbsutdity of
the materiulistthat an indoite series of worlds
could be (beginning and ending without amy
Beginner; that crestiye, force eopld be forever

in the process of actipn in dead matter,

by the most willful English artisan.
Ar Warringtom England, rolled iron
things through thoughtlessness. We do
not mean to be wickéd; but we dre thought- sheets 0015 of an inch thick have Intely

think? And why have we

W hat men call the world is only

scious states which

We often do and say unwise and sinful

cient excise, and ought to be satisfactory
as an apology. But, pray, what have our|
minds been given to us for, unless it beto

The only real existenve

the

also contributes an: article on the * English
Labor Question,”
Every capitalist and me-

graphic description of the

He has** found it impos-

sible to explain mental phenomena as

is spiritual,

various shapes,including the human form,
as completely finished as if manipulated

radical: deader in

Purhaniert, son
of the philanthropic Brassey,

er of the universe.:'

has fallen into one of the worst of habits,
It soon teaches him to neglect his
di

wiser, better and happier.—§.

P., the great

the seasons, in their

possible substance,

Lieut. CAMERON, in his recent travels
in central Africa, came to a country where
the iron trude was in a flourishing condigr
A S| tion,
there being
man Rundle hr
Shon,
i
ey frequen
t
pounds to
unds ‘of mets bi a ty
smelting,
ere he had seen piecés of iron worked
8. on.

reviews Trévelyan’s * Lord
% Life
ond Letters”in the September namber of the
International Review. Thomas Brassey, M.

admitting that the real substance in existence
is matter, or that ther#'is no Infinite Sustain.

nder bogie express engines, the load
not,
o
The hoy who Toafng the stfebis at Hight ik 10 carriages.

aloud in answer to tis falliér’s, ics (corb-

pet. project,’ ‘though I confess I am
somewhat loth to do it.”
Bro. Courtney,”
“*By
ed
Albert? Ify
of the
have one or two |ext
Gaile
1 01 i can

1 wishto ask you, under this

five carriages from Paddington to Dideo

adopt en! praetices, aid to
“heart: —While-he who iJC
** and I afm ‘ings at home escapes evil.

know but T' shall have to * give up’ ‘my

ion Compreant vk 1
sdid Dr. Barns.

to

pbk fn.

strickérfiom OHFehFret fect, id

“ Wait

91

fo, J am quite

he has in the same

Scriptures a wellattested prophéey to answer

would have

rush together and dissolve into similar mass-

waters; but

resolution, "

reader
be thankfill that

motiouless, dead,

The author passes, for the present; at least,
the inquiry, How the force is imparted to
etherial atoms, which causes stliiem to become
the material of systems of worlds.
He sim| ply tells us we are entitled to believe that the
process
of reproducing ‘ nebulous masses fit
for generating new systems of worlds can never come to an end and can never have had a beginning.” And thatthe innnmerable systems
.of worlds concentrated out of nebulous masses

gets caught in it, it is With difficulty be
escapes with his clothes on his back, for

you
‘With- you think of studying’ 2
pare
draw yourselves from every brother that ought fo begin soon; in ‘order t
‘walketh disorderly; and not after the. tra- sourself to pass the examinations, before
deb alo Jechures another
dition which ‘He rétéived frond us*Zand,
therefore, I would present the fol
4d Winter
and.

Mr. Fwke is; no doubt, glad the Scriptures
have given him this lofty sentiment.
Let the

rial

this and vothing more.”

There is growing: in Africa a thorn call

* right hand offeri@ thee, cut it off.”

* preamble

inthe

supreme language of faith, * Though He slay
me yet will IT trust in Hnn.'”

liar

Elder Foster asked, * Is there any other y 3 7
Stud ne !
rons
pi atAST RUNNING ON RAILROADS. The
fo if yoy
business to come before us to-day?” tendin
1 have been more deeply pained by the There being no response, he raid again, bass
train which went fram New York to San ‘The whole egg becomes pullet and the whole
oi h)
ST
| Francisco in a little less than three anda pullet retarns into’ the egg, and this process
spirit manifested by ‘some of our bréth+ The meeting will then stand adjournedft
ys
i taal Yay! 8, excited a good deal of atfention.
ren who seem inclined to encourage him
after
singing
the
Doxology.
Let
us
iiss
bay
Engineer tells of the speed a4 ‘which “ can never have had a beginning,” and **an
in his error, We
have surely heard and Sing: »
:
bio A have beea run on English railroads. never come to an end!”
If
you
LE
wii
En
at
hy
do
enough to-day, ‘as a church, from Bro.
Those who are looking for 3 dhtary. that
Brunel,
with
the
Caurier
class
of
locomeuot allow.any of yous, Playmates | to perCoustney own lips; oo. warrant “us io
tive, ran 13 miles in 10 minutes, equal te will leave God out of the universe by showTwo weeks pase sapidly away,
d | suade you to go out and join them for 78 miles an hour, Mr. Patrick Shitting, 0g that there fs no need of him in order fo
one evening only, for if you do, the de- of the Great Northern, ‘took, two years get the worlds wade, and nothing, for him fo
st Fila
ows p, vig
If fbi
beva) A: &: oe
, might conclude
sire 40 gotagainowill be strong’ you will |‘back, 16 Sitiagies 16 miles in 12 hinutes, Lo that they may con
the
firé
in
ho
family
|
*¢
‘sitfing-room,”
lic act.of ‘bis| So CntrAFy tan our cusequal to 75 ‘miles ‘an hour. The Great
at Mr. Fiske is dbout to unite with them in
Deacon
Courtney
said
to
Albert,
who
Jad
ligve
laid
the
foundation
of
a
bad
habit,
toms and creeds, as the one he admits he
Britain, Lord of the Isles, and Iron Dake, the conclusion that nothing
exists but matter,
has been. guilty ‘of ; and, Bro. Moderator, jost returned drow a Bllecting. tonry t+ 1 and you will have a harder struggle to broad-gauge engines on the Great’ Weés- atid that the seeri and’ unséen worlds mutually
it pains me to doit,—but. I read, * If thy suppose I must release you, Albert. If bles pt with your hie than if in the bram- tern Railway, have each run with foojor generate each other. But'he is very far {rom

drifting away into uncertain

the work,
and se be able to * exclaim

i, | black and cold” there redains étiier. “Simply |

.

| Pearson, ** that we lay this resolution

air,

unsccountably imparted to its particles, farnishes the stomic materials for ihe visible
world. These materials
are first apparentas
nebluous
masses out of which systems eof
worlds are continually forming. But asthe
ether which holds every particle of matter,as
much
as every planet,
as it were in solution,
offers some resistance, howeyer small; to mo-

dtd good.

be, in those Who see no hope of persons! im.
mortality, the possibility of believing * by a
simple actof trust” that the end will crown

ible ether by reason
of some kind of motion

is of

IL seems thal once upon a

time Amateraszu-on Kami, who

surrounding

been & wreck
of worlds,

half the cBurch.”

wholly un-

if you

hw 24 * nipped , the bud.
the table for one month, or until’ our next loose. You would not like, would ‘you,
if we Jet these
become of ms; brethren,
boys, to be caught in this, torn? And
business meeting.”
01d Tandmarks go? Where shalt we'be as regular
¢ Second : the ‘motion,” said John yet, many, I feat, ave béing caught by a
a denomination in the next fifty years? I
Burns...
pi: ea
isi Yd
be
Where
have been much pained by the remarks
The motion being pat “dnd carried,
Courtuey.

divine origin.

imparted to the

(

existence of consciousness
and
sensibility.
Yet be intimates that there muy be, ought to

iron.

regards it probable that a portion of this inyis-

thre Japanese; which explains: why, even
tq this day, hundreds
of thousands of peo-

re

«Tt is time somebody was made an
profitable, We are not likely, at this oyample of,” exclaimed Mr. Wilson,
_ rate, to convince our young brother of
+ Order, brethren, order!” said Elder
Hi ervor. ' I am exceedingly’ grieved to|
Foster, palé with suppressed feeling.
find that such 8 gpirit of heresy 2 :
“1 move, Bro. Moderator,” said Mr,

made by Bro.

dence that the Japanese are making progress.
There is a curious legend preserved by
ple in Jupann believe that the sword

ing toward some end which is wise

and to every substance which it touches.
Just so that immense, molten, seething globe,
our sun,sends through the universal ether the
vibrations called heat- and light. Mr. Fiske

him of my present pesition, prospects,and

« Ad this rate, Bro. Moderator," said
Mr. Eastman, ‘“we shall have 10 expel

is getting late,

ing iron are

convictions.’

sponded several voices.

« Bro. Moderator,” said Mr. Wilson,a
gray-baired veferan, who had hitherto

A~—

will write ‘to Ernest

+ And L"—¢ And 1.7 and

alas! for the beautiful
grain.”

is

were long Prestrved as the chief treasures

your studies ia company
with
him.”
belieye as | ‘Thank you, father,’ replied Albert, “I

I do, Bro. Wilson.
‘number myself.”

Then alas! for the hopes of the harvest,

This

Waste of energy into

To most minds, he: admits, this latter faith wil!
be possible only when they anticipate a futuce

The vibrations of the ether within the glow-

de

There
are tokens of storms
that are coming,
And summer
is fast on the ‘wane;

Albert Courtney does?”

When, for example, motion or vibration is
communicated to the ether which permeates

solved in the ether,and Wg have molten

prodigious

actors, full
of life, of love, of susceptibilities
ang aspirations
are not brought forth onlyto
be extinguished; the passionate feeling that
all this unfulfilled capacity, aif this blighting
possibility must be the harbinger of something
better beyond, demand some better explana.
tion than the profoundest that Sciemee can
how give. Therefore one mar, if essential to
his comfort, believe in a future spiritual life,~
may believe also, ifhe can, that the ceascless
play of phenomena in the universe-is all work-

ter * bathes the atoms of all visible and palpable bodies,” and must fill all space as far as
light or heat or .creative energy has extended
or can extend.
The particles of this ether
must be as, much more minute and delicate
than those of the air,as the atmospheric atoms’
are smaller than the leaves and limbs .of the
forest among which they move, orthe birds
whose pinions they sustain,
a piece of iron, the metal shows the glow and
expansion of heat.
If the vibration is sufiiciently increased, the particles of iron are
separated entirely from each other, or it is dis

ww

theatersof all that is grand and sacred in
spiritual endeavor, and filled with intelligent

of the air, that an ocean of subtle etherial mat.

sen is allowed to wear a sword.

other Baptist

velop with

of

as they probably will, I shall no longer one more link in the long chain of evi-

done,”
But,” said Dr. ‘Burns,

‘who

; abd I

‘BD

that this present life is not all, that worlds de-

| tionby beat, it may be felt and heard and
seen, Scientists have come to take it as a thing
He wore out four pairs of oars on equally as unquestionable as the existence

a. number

1:can

be quitea different thing; but “when he
goes to the Communion with those who
hold this error; thus:aiding. in its propagation, it js certainly tinte something
was

membersof this charch

into the ¢

quite

of provisions

the trip.

place or a name.”
‘“ Well; my gon,” responded his’ father,
“1 think your best plan will be to leave
all of the future with God. 1fhe has called you into his work, he will surely “ open
a door’ for you. I should not hesitate to

Oh, what are thy dreams of ambition
To the joys that Hereafter shall be?

ing

He replenished his

stock

ways beenbeonsidered as the’ distfoguishtake no fog
mark of gentle birth, but now we are
steps whatever until this church trial is told that by a very recent decree no pér-

tions upon this subject.

“Do you mean lo say, Bro. Burms,”
asked
Mr. Wilson, *‘ that there are other

And, worker,he cillethto thee;

and I think this examination

some clothes, &o.”
times.

go to the Lord's table here, in our own

© 4 The Master hath need of the reapers, :

maintained silence; “it

do

of the E
asking him to adviée youin regard to a
church, among our own people, without course of reading to pursue, during the
uniting with those who hold open-com-| remainder-of
the winter;-and them; when | them,
ings
this church affair is:settled, you can go to tod
munion sentiments.”
5

“FROM DAWN T0 DAYLIGHT.

And

to

souls about me; and the great need of tion to the Boston Journal, thas alludes to
the sword in Japan:
laborers in his vineyard.
“Under existing circumstances, am not
The sword has a greatdiguity in Japan.
in a position to make known my convic- Until very recently the weapon ‘has. al-

ation of Faith as he does.”
“tis quité different regarding some
other articles,” said Deacon Myers; * as
for instance ¢ Election’ and * Final Perseverance,’ they are not peculiarities of our
denomination, but when a brother avows
publicly his disbelief in a distinctive feature of our denomingtion, it is time we
expressed our disapproval of his conduct.”
¢ Bro. Moderator,”
said Mr. Wilson,
41
if he only doubted this doctrine, or
even if he merely disbelieved it, it would

Carcle

+ ~1Copynght secured.)

John

liberty

“Bro. Moderator
and brethren, it} “I have my dream, too, mother,” he con- ~ Mr, Guy served in the Twenty-third
seers to me rather uncharitableto expel | | tinued after a thoughtful silence, *‘ of a Regiment of Massachusetts volunteers
a brother from our church because there home and a wife, and if I enter the minis- throughout the war, and lost two fingers
is one clause in one article of our creed try, its fulfillment must necessarily be de- from bis right hand at Lookout Mountain.
which he disbelieves, when
I do not ferred longer than otherwise. Yet, after He i8 a musician by profession, and is a
to shrink from the sac- member of Bond's Band in Boston.
think one-half of the membership ean all, I am ashamed
TaE Sworp IN JaraN., Mr. Edward
honestly say, as in the presence of God, rifice, when I rewe ber all that the Masthat they believe as much of that Declar- ter has borne for me, and the perishing King, writing from the Centennial Exhibi-

The storms may howl,the hoarse winds sound,
She fears their voice no more;
Her throbbing heart hath anchor found,

»

views

* my

Albert,

‘And still she clasps her hands.

And love has found its own.’

On the contitation of, the red). vinseen; OF
future, world, Mr; Fiske is hardly more satis.
factory than on the origin and nature of the
‘| world of matter.
His pantheistic philosophy contains, indeed,
a‘greater mixture of truth and is less repulsive in its logival results than blavk materialism. For if mere matter were all, and all

into this work, but when ‘you ‘said’ that

convinced that I am not at

But lo! A form is by her side,
Strong arms are round her thrown;
She was no maiden, but a bride,

TR

© Hiternry Yebisty,

I have prayed God that he would put

you choose, Bro. Conrtney,” said the Mod-

That cheek unstained by tear.

Sey

la?

wore. nearly accord with those held by
the Regular Baptists on wll other doc-

Last night the moon Yooked sweetly down
On prairie, tree and lake,
And formed her castles weird and brown,

And

My prayers sre being sniwered.

tinal ‘|

you had chosen the profession of mediA Bostou naiemArA
cine, I yielded, and said, ‘Not my will,
y
{ nt
Lord; but thine be done! dnd now,— made the oh BY B. F. HAYES.
——
way
of
the
Atlanfieses
But, Albert,” he continued resuming his
trinal points, than with those held by any
THIRD
PAPER,
Lawrence, the St}
seat, ‘why do you say afraid?’
other body of Christians.”
spiritual phenomens, so called—all thought,all
“ You can say‘ amen,’ then, to all the | “+ Because, father,” he replied, “I am Ontario, Canadian §
Mr, Fiske has ‘sbout such qualifications’ to passion, fears, hopesand love, all the creations
river,
in
‘one
hund
teach about the Unseen World,* as a man
other articles contained in our Declara- not quite willing to give vp all my life
of imagination 4nd reason—weore from the
would have for a navigator, who should re- material machiné, them when the ‘machine is
eleven days sooner thati'Sl
pe
tion of Faiih, except the thirteenth, can plans for this.”
The only events worthy
wing is || fuselo use a compass because he believed its taken to: pieces consciousness
must cease for«Can there be any nobler work than
you:
{
the
capsizing
of
his
boat
teil
o . | weedte not different from ordibary iron, and ever. If “ibe harp is destroyed there is no
¢¢ I can” was the response, *‘ though 1 the work of : winning souls into the
who, like an ow],is blind in the day time, and
‘any music.” But, if.on the otter band,
the Atlantic and once in the
|
, 80 tan reckon and steer only by the stars.
* | wiil not bave you understand that I am kingdom?" asked bis father.
as Mr. Fiske holds, the music alone produces
‘No, father, it is not that, but from my Lawrence, bitbe managedta Soevcn ‘Ove finds in bis spectlations concerning the
obliged by this admission. to always do
the barp ‘or deludes us ‘inlo the: beljef that
this... I.mpay change my views -on ‘other early childhood the dream of my life has boat both times and went on is: way umseen’ world the implied admission thay “there: is a harp, then the music muy keep on
on the subject is desirable, were sound ing forever even anerhe fivusion is dis(doctrines if I live, but to-day our Declar- been, the object I have had in view in all without any danger. Of course Hawa’
sand that
(he theory .of a future pelled.
ation of Faith as a church is my declar- of my studies bas been, to become a preity well wet through, but that s
protestants, is the most
Yet after all, it is a inrably poor prise
ration of faith as an individual, with the physician, And now, looking at life from not be minded by one who undertake
fo il poe can believe it.
of a future world that Mr,. Jia philosophy
HY |
this new syand-point, I confess things do such a voyage.
one exception I have mentioned.”
elieven that evidence for any the__asshirance that
His boat is described as a double ender, ory is, in theneture of the case, unattainable, brings us. 1Itis simply
“ Drifting! drifting I” was the whisper- not look £0 inviting as I could wish.”
otly of this phe| Heage
Henge ho! haacnothing to offer, beyond what personal existence rind
ed comment of Bro. Wilson, with an
‘“ But) the ‘reward beyond,’ Bertie,” 15 feet long, and, with its ‘equipments,
soln ‘miuterial eXience 18 not Impossie
by Plate)» more than two thou. bie und may ‘continue aftér tbat | ceases,
ominous shake of his gray head.
said his thother,” the ‘reward beyond I’ weighing about 160 pounds. He says: wasguessed
« That's fore than T can do,” said Surely itWill pay you for all your sacrifice, * I began business with a coal-oil stove, sand ‘ease [as SR00PI. the suspicion that Whether there will be an
of oon.
John Burue.
“I never did believe in and, if youre in the path of duty, you frying-pan, four cans of meat, six of sar- some .ot, Plato’s guesses arc less relinble than tae individu or only an onward flow of
a BY gal vey
vigorous vital eetivity,
. know.
the Final Perseverance of the Saints.”
will be blessed in it in this life. [ should dines, eight cans of fresh bread, four of | To under
his:
speculations ove must Whether
all rhino
hi doen, at
for
«Nor I in the fore-ordination or election
not dare to turn a deaf ear to the call of condensed milk, two pounds of coffee,one set out with the. postulate, mow generally sc some good'end his boi By can
Yet
) world which it has a glimmer
doctrine,” said Mr. Watrous:
the Master, or say to him, I ‘will not of tea, five of sugar, four pounds of corn
of light fa the et that the
meal and four pounps of pork, besides
«Is that all, Bro. Burns! ? asked the obey.”
mind of man naturally expects to find a reason
for what
eT
is,
battasta ul pteaatn
Moderator.
‘“ No, mother, I do not, but [ am so ut- oysters, lobsters, canned peaches,and other
etrates
us, does not, when
motionless, make
for hig existingat
«¢ That is all,” was the reply,
terly unworthy, that I sometimes think I fruits; a sextant, a chronometer, spirit itself manifestto sighty nor touch, nor taste, science can give no reason
all.
The
unquiet
yearnings
of soul to know
compass,
anchor,
besides
a
trunk
with
/«¢ Yon are at liberty, then, to retire’ if must be mistaken ; then again I am &@
nor smell, nor hearing. Yet win set in mo-
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the third installment of Col! Waring’s account

of his picturesque boat-ride' down the Mosel,
called the ‘‘ Bride lof the Rhine,”

and this

month dealing with the yineyards and (olk-life
of this hittlg-yisited regi
aper on ‘ Ins
sanity,” by Charles D.. Robluson, with sdme
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That old Norse king hit the nail on the head

who, when asked what bis religion was, answered: * Ask my wife, Our women are.

nearer to God than we ure.”
seen

I have

the greater

reason to.change

art of my opinions. Let. me eonfess to you,
uinetus, we oftener say ‘things because’ we
can say them well, than becwuse they are
sound and reasonable. Ofcero.
Angeris like the waves of a troubled sea;
when it is corrected with a soft reply, as with
a little strand, it retires. and leaves notbiog
bebind

but

froth

and ‘shells,~no

permanent

Chinamen who arrived during

tha

, The first centuryof the United States
closed on the Fourth of July. It bas ben
a century of development without pdrallel
in history. The population has increased
from 2:750,000 to 44,675,000. ‘The area
‘ has been extended from 800,000 to 3,603,-

888,712 of whom 96,366 weré on” govern
ment reservations. As
tds "sex, the
population of the United: States is nearly
equally divid&d. The doctrine -of «ihe

comparative sterility of the. native popuo-

lation has been quite generally accepted
on both sides of the Atlantic; but Dr.
Edward Jarvis has recently demonstrated

statistical
1h

towns whose

population

exceeded

8,000.

In 1870, one-fifth of the population was’
municipal, and there were

three hundred

growth of some of these cities has been

square miles.

ration and the stimulus of mechanical
invention, has been. utterly without: preeedent. The value of manufactures has

advanced

from.

$20,000,000, to, $4,200,»

000,000, Foreign and domestic commerce has lagen gigantic strides. The
marvelous development of mineral resources has vot been the work of a cen‘ury, but of filty years. There was not a

single bank in the colonies in 1776. There

might not fall too heavily upon any section. The total population was estimated
at 2,250,000 exclusive of 500,000 slaves

atthe. South. .Jn.1870,. the. nation. which

the - representatives of these . eolopies
founded was the fifth of the great empires
ot the world in respec: to population, and
Enipire,

174,

the British

the last ‘census, nearly
engaged in
agricaltural

1,200,000

2,700,000

in trade
in

and

trans

manufacturing

there

are

43,000

¢lergymen,

00
lawyers, 62,000 physicians, 126,2 tyachers, 2,000 actors, 5,200 journalists, 1,000,000 laborers, and 975,000 domestic servants. Alexander Hamilton's
dream of the university of human industry in the New World has come to pass.
—The Tribune.
=
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DUTCH OLEANLINESS.
One of the greatest peculiaritics of the
Datch is their cleanliness, or, rather, their

love for cleanliness. © This has become
even a passion with them, and is carried

Chinese Empire in 1870 had 477,500,000

inhabitants;

pursuits,

life; and

ries, in order that the burdens of thé war

The

to
are

and mining, and 2,600,000 in professional

At the outbreakof the revolution the
Continental Congress ascertained approximately the population of thirteen ecolo-

the fourth,

Arora
6,000,000
portation,

are more than 6,000 now. Internal improvements and the common school system have kept pace with immigration.

it #8 now undoubtedly

Francisco, one hundred
y-three and
two-tenths ; and of Chicago, one hundred
sevenly-three and seven-tenths. During
the colonial period the principal occupations were husbandry, lumbering, trading,
and fishing, One-thirdof the labor of the
country was employedih timber ‘cutting.

the en dhiion of Tod

and

Oregon ' merely “restored to titizenship
those who had ~enigraged / from
the
United States,
:
:
The colonies: were {banded ia a religious
7 under the best possible
conditions for ultimate self-government.

Near-

ly all the early settlers belonged to the
industrious * middle classes of the Old
World. A substantial equality « existed
among the Puritans in New Englacd, the
Duteh

in

New

York,

the

Quakers

and

Germans in Pennsylvania, the Swedes in
New Jersey and Delaware, the Buglish
Roman “Catholics in Maryland, the English Churchmen in Virginia, the Nonconformists

in North

Huguenots in South

Carolina,

Carolina.

and

the

At

the

time of the English Revolution of 1688
settlements had been made in all the thir-

teen colonies except Georgia,

and the fo-

tal Population was abofis 200,000. Growth

was slow and upequal} ‘sind
it was not un-

til 1750

the

uisd«the.population

population

of;

excéeded

@ 0olo

doubled, and on the threshold of the Rev-

olution4here
swept.a great -eurrent of imBO
I
Ireland

jnto;—~
New-York, and-the
Caroling,
|The
first,
”
of the Uuited States was taken in
. The result

chilled the overwrought enthusiasm of
Mr. Jefferson, and he took ai to cau:
tion his corgespondents at’ orelg cones
against accepting, the fAguces, lhasmuch
as they fell shout of, what he, thonght was

curtains, and then religiously shuts

it ap

till the next cleaning day. Every Saturday
morning, the . Duich women wash
their houses on the: outside, scrubbing
them from pavement to chimney. Any
point that is too high for broom or ladder they reach by a forcing pump.

Out

woman, stretehing herself half way

out,

of nearly every window

may be seen a

perhaps, with brush and cloth, reaching

the

Dateh

land fowl; or, like

themselves,

swamp animal.

L Dutch gown, the

nn.

As you go

amphibious

most common

through'a

ness of its'own.
Whoever can
this
nd in reason for what
whether ¢* advanced”

is mo
Cong,

very

bright
:

not see
it does,

or not as a thidker,

man

i

aged

or woman.
»

homestead

bill

attracted:

an

number of industrious farmers.
twelve years, an

avea

immense

During

greater ‘than

thal

of New England was occupied and tilled
by 275,000.

families under

the operation

-of this act. Inter-state migration has been

matter,

from the first a popular fostinet. There
was a constant movement from the half-

settled statesto the unseftled territory,
and those - who swerve left sbehind manu-

factuved

tiers.

for those who

From

i

one that they

can arrange

between themselves, and meaning, probably, to gain a little notoriety, undertake

to be married in other

than

due form

law, and by a form, if any, of. their

of

own

‘devising, Now there is nothing new or
a rave inthe idea ‘that marriage is primarily

were on the fron-

1845 10. 1854 there was

great exodus from Ireland and

i

and

Germany.

a personal engagement, and is of the nat-

died

in’ Dunbarton,

18 years

and

N.

H.,

11 menths.

May

When

26,

about

iuto

the world.

However,

prayer was his ‘ best employ.”

On, Park street, from 81 to 389, immense

Having

were in.thé

women

and

children)

‘that aré married, will come thus, into

re-

prime of life, forty-six per lations with those two by reason of their
]

1

rest

which: res

)

E.G. PAGE.

died ju Charleston, Me.,
and 7 months, She emJesuy some four years
the F. B. chy
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f8r selfs
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ak ended)
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I partiewlars in vogard to the School

send for eatalogne.
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ALT

sick, well, two "ey

the stove, wash-tub,

and cradle. Of course, Shadrack, Meshack, and Abednego had a pretty hot,
close time of it in their little furnace; but

what would they have done if there had
been'half a dozen children, a sick woman,

The consequent a

DEA. SAMUEL GOULD was born

and maintained his religion

tion.

and

about

two

much; the

ensued, when

means of grace,

years,

morning,

ho

the

years, was a member of the city

eouncil

henest

department

of Christian

devoted wife, the motherless
aged and infirm. mother,

bows

formed,

plumes

a .lavge

was

bunch

presented.

of

labor.

Inthe

the

purple

Terms, ten weeks.

years of feeble

her Saviour,

Normal classes.

ILLSDALE

Me,

COLLEGE.—The

next

term and
year of this Institution
will
commence September 6, 1876,
with a full Board of

She

and lostructors.

partments

ere

ment

‘and: courses of study.

is furnished.

EW

, Expenses

with libraries.
thousand ‘vol
Library
with the new
‘and improves

from

$120

to $150

Daring
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ce, he sajd

ure.

ually

God

grant bis mantie

faithful.

to a
fall

Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.
(Vacation of two weeks.)
Winter
Term begins December. 5, 1876.
This School was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruetion. No
primary instruction,
With three carefully ar
ranged courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary
and English Course. We are prepared to fit
students for any college in the land, orto givea
thorough English and Sciéntific
preparation for
the active duties of life. For
catalogue, address the Principal,
TRVING B. SMITH.

brother,

This Institution offers to students important
and peculiar advantages. For particular intormation, send for a Circular to .
.
‘Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A, M., President.

LINTON GROVESEMINARY,
WEARE, N. H.

Winter Term

Tuesday, December Cn 875.
H. 8. COWELL, A. B., Principal.
For circulars, address the
4
augll
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gone to the spirit land. Their house was a
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USTIN
ACADEMY .~CENTER
STRAFFORD, N. H.
REV. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal, and
Proréssor of Latin and Greek. Competent teach
‘erg assist. Rooms for self-boarding and board in
private families at reasonable rates. Board in
clubs $2. Apply early.
4
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Chicago.

E, Tasker, Secretary.
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Time

* Day
*Kal.
Poy | Pond]

(* Man!

Kalamasoo.

F. L. EVANS, A. B,, Principal.
Fall Term of ten weeks, commences Wednesdag August 80),
‘ull board of teachers.
Expenses moderate.
Three courses of study.
y
For further particulars address the Princibal, or

married to Polly Merriman, Noy. 12, 1812, in
the town of Scipio. They afterwards woved

COACHES

Capital.

Through

are yia the ROCK

which are yery important to students’during their
réparatory - course.
he 8
al work of the
school is to
prepare students
for college, and
every effort is made to do this in as thorough &
manner as possible,’ Expenses are moderate.
Send for a catalogue.
:
Lewiston, Me.
A. M. JONES, Seo.

C. PEIRCE.

an affectionate mother,a safe counselor.

DAY

Wich all ther modern Juuties Woulifol/exptesdly

three Assistants.

LuTHER EVENS died at his residence in
Avgelica, N. Y,, July 28, He was born in

worthy of imitation.

NEW

acco!
a
e
increasing
travel no
PAaSIng Over this Favorite Route to California.
After crossing into Iowa, the fraveler passes
over the finest Africulturn
rtion of the State

Burtch,

He

California.

and magnificent
PARLOR SLEEPING

Principal.

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL
B SCHOOL.—FALL TERM, 1876.

love has been done.
The last hear: of suffers
ing and. anguish is past. We wait the morping of the résurrection when the unfettered
spivit shall greet. us. where no sorrow ean
come, but all is peace and love,
:

=

Two Fast Express Trains leave Chicago dail
at 10 A. M., Sundays excepted: and 10 P.M, Sal
Wdats Xceplet
/
; This.
Great
Central Omaha Route has been
thoroughly eqaipped with.

The location of this school, near thé college
‘constantly cared for and watched her weary
way.
Soe sleeps now. The last kind act of | and theological | school; affords many advantages

1790,

to

H, RIDDLE,

A 1877.

Whitéstows, Onbldn Go,

|’

a

OVERLAND

KE

3
SEMINARY .—CAL-

e Institution, is: one of the
the State, Terms moderate.

logue.
:

depth of sorrow and suffering of these years
could only be seen and feltby loving hearts that

=

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND
& PACIFICO R.R.

A. ESTEN, Preceptress.

Sprig Term opens

all the years of het mortal life, a diseased
body eneircling the spirit being, preventing
the development of the intellect, Not having
the power of utterance, the light of joy or

31st...

GREAT

Route

T! he Fall Term of the Theol ogical School cons
with
8 College begins Tuesday, Andied in Burr Oak, July 7th; aged 10 years. and necied
po 22,
information address the
8 months. Little Ada was a helpless invalid | resident, O. 8.‘further’
honey, D. D, or Professor John

old Canaanj Conn., Jan.

Prncipsl.

TS

ENDAR for the 87th Academical
opens August 29, 1576.
Term opens Pecem er 11, 1876.

aio W hmdany families, and ‘his’ fuithfutness
Iwas therd marked
as: a Christian; endearing
him to many.
The community join with the
church in their expressions of grief at his removal from them.
He leaves a companion
and daughter to mourn their Joss.
Ms;
Saruh

5.0

INSTITUTE,

Tx
|’ Fall
Winter

His business led bim to min-

‘ADA, danghter of J. G. aiid

VIRGINIA COLLEGE,~FLEM-

INGTON, TAYLOR CO.,WEST VIRGINIA-

General Superintendent. General Passenger Agt.
Chicago, I,
1y5
Chicago, Ill.

HITESTOWN

on: one

une 22, 1876.

(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)

ter Term begins.
March 2, 1877, Winter Term
closes.
13, 1877, Spring Term begins. June
8, 131%, Spring Term closes.
;
For
her particulars address the Principal, at
North Scituate, R. L
July 11, 1876.
tf

his depart:

ha

General Examinations, Jane 19, 20, 21, 1876.

24, 1876, Fall Term closés.. December 5, 1876, Win-

The church

8.

~Pike, Wyoming Co.;

Anniversary Exercises,

ASSISTANTS.

his sickness,

o

Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.

Mrs. EnILY P. STOCKBRIDGE, Mrs, J. F. STEERE.
CALENDAR FOR 1876 AND 1877.
Angus a 1876, Fall Term begins. November

attended,”

ncipal

Spring Term begins Monday, Jan. 29,1876.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 6, 1877.
Vacation two weeks.

W.

for Jesus in

colleg

of the
difernt
Railwaysin the United States and
Canada, and at the Company’s Offices.

Mrs. RHODA

and he was able to ‘be ‘at’ nearly’all of them,

health,

ds

NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.
This Institution furnishes College Preparatory,
English and Scientific, and Laales’
Collegia
course of gudys

able by the grace of God’to say, * for ind

good

x

Condensed

ree Baptist church, of which he remained a
juost Fig
1 usefo) and Dejoved tbap
until
death.
ery lew can say what
was

haying

SEMINARY

term ends Oct. 27, 1876.

APHAM

passing through deep afflictions in the loss of
bis children. In the spring of the following
year he was baptized and united with the

-

t

the

CALENDAR.

Suimyies Derm tlosts Thussdas: ute B, 187 ‘
or
er particulars,a;
0
the Principal,
»
E.C. LEW . Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N.H., July 26,1876.

since. He was converted in 1859, having,as
he often said, received his convictions ‘while

that he

+

Four terms
;

Summer Term begins Monday, April 28, 1877.

JaMES ROUNSEFELLE
died in Concord, N.
H., April 16, aged 53 years. Bro. Rounsefelle
came to Concord about twenty-five years

i

th

Winter term begins No¥. 13, 1876.
Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 19, 1877.

M. C. HENDERSON.

conference meetings

INSTITUTION,—A,

Vacation one week.

in her

health, while

88

WILTON

Principal, with eight as-

Six regular courses for both sexes.
of ten weeks each.
CALENDAR:
Fall term beglns Aug. 21,187¢.

in their greut bereavement.

the

’

There are five

sociates.

she feltthat death would be gain, May
| and
the surviving son and daughter be comforted

years, he fuiled but once to

HAMPTON

B. MESERVEY,

Fall

(

New York,

are eight de-

well sustained Literary Societies,
The College Library contains four
umes. There is also a Theological
The location is excellent, and
buildings, every facility for study

Heaven had strong attractions

:

PRE

Meutal and Moral

© G. A. FARWELL. Pittsfield,

Proies

*{aiaedl

Lebanon,

EST

Miss ELLA €. HURD, Music.

the infirmities of age were fathering upon
hes, she was patient, cheerful, and trusting

in

W.

Miss LINDA C.VICKERY, Preceptress, French,

daughter and
.

her connection with it, and suffers loss

March

Fall Form opens ELIBU
Passdey HATES.
Sent. 0, 1870.
Se Truste

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal

The church was stronger and more efficient by

death.

commences

begins November 8, 1876.

Science.

and consistent Christian life. She was modest
and retiring in her religious life, but true and
faithful to her home and church relations.

to a coun-|’

That boy, on

ap-

AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.—PITTSFIELD, ME.—Courses_of study
both sexes, College Preparatory, Normal,

Department, German,Dia«latics,

an_ active Christian, During those
many
years, she honored her profession by a true

road,

He replied: «I

An

i

Pupils fittedfor busi

Spring Term begins Jan.-29, 1877.
Summer Term begins April 16, 18.7.
Fall Term begins Aug.
20, 1877.
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER,A. M., Principal
of Latin, Greek and Chemistry.

RS. ABUAH, widow of the late John Morrill, of E. Randolph, Vt., died June 25, aged
T1 years, From youth she was a living and

Sides

times the disputed sum.

in

a wife, two daughters

per year. Aid is rendered students preparing
for the Christian mingtey:
\
yo] i
ed one of his best sermons, setting forth the
For catalogues or other information, address
preciousnessof the saini’s death, ‘in’ the sight
D. W. C. DURGIN. President, or L. P. REYNOLDS,
of the Lord. May grace sustain our bereaved Secretary and Treasurer. Hillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mich., August 7, 1876.
brother, who has buriéd five children and a

store

three

He

good

Their loss is his gain,

Winter Term

each day Carist appeared more precious, and
the bepe
of heaven shone more clearly. The
funeral services were unusually solemn’ and
impressive. Our aged Bro. Woodman preach-

their patrons, they will

already amounted to

for

Fa'l Term Veging August 21, 1876.

was held
high ésteem in ‘the church and
community, and her death is deeply fel. Her
sickness was long continned and. painful, but

and has: so far given satisfaction. The
eastern corporation has not as yet decided
to introduce it, bat if they find’ that it 1s

the costs had

He leaves

Classical, Scientific.

temperament, possessed un excellent gift, and
was eminently
fiited for useful service in

of

try court: as a witness in ‘a dispute between two of his workmen, The judge,
after hearing the testimony, asked him
why be did not advise them to settle, as

be remembered

sevman,

AMY BEAN, wife.of Ward Bradley, died in
Sheffield, Vt., Aug. 6, aged 42 years and 6

loses a bright light and we mourn

A blacksmith was sammoned

long

an

Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies,
Board for clubs, either for ladies or gentlemen,
from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in famili
including rooms, etc.. from $2.50to $3.70 per week,
For further particulars, address the Secre
y

smile o;

of

will

for

D. L. EDGERLY.

hein

adopt it at once.

four

Geometry and Botany.
Miss LOVINA H. HAYNES,

“wy an aweet y mas in Jesus,”

for the benefit

Legislature

was a working Christian and

which was short, he was calm and composed,
ready Tn déathi ds in Ife to obéy ‘thé’ summons

Concord:

State

mourn without a bope. The church, also, bas
met with a very great loss;
all of us are
mourners, but we submit, saying, * The will

every

ers.

He

-Edueatronal,

months, Tn early life she sought the Saviour
received
baptism by Rev. J."
Woodman, and
identified
her interests with the church at
Wheelock’ ‘Hollow. She whs of an ardent

bullet, after killing the moose, had gone

by the

to the end.

pro. riate sermon was delivered at his funeral
y
Rev. G, M. Park.
N. BROOKS,

J. F. Joy,—

two grandchildren, an aged mother

Term of 12 weeks,

-

Spring Porm, of 10 Weeks, bogies, May 8.Io"

his distress

isthe wife of Rev.

of God be done.”

yl

WILTON, MUSCATINE €O.,

or particulars

He was Justice of the Peace

ia the

and one son.

heavily under the stroke, one brother, two
sisters, with bpumerous other relatives and
friends, yet’ they mourn not as those’ who

‘I fear,” said a country minister to his
flock, *‘ when I explained to your in my
last charity sermon ‘hat philanthropy was

adopted

ward

Manchester,

leaves to mourn, a kihd and loving wife, with
whom he bad lived/more than thirty years,
and two
daughters, all of them Christians,—

one daughter

Weare,

eral years, and held other offices of trust.

morningon which he with his family bad so
often gone together tg the house of God. He

have no more expression than ‘a gunuer's

a

be died,

left for the better land, Subbath

sprang aside, burst into a hearty laugh,
and told the commodore'he had to wake
him up somehow, élée the picture would

into a hollow trée, in which was

before

in

for thirty-five consecutive years ; he represent-

was great, yet in the midst of such agony he
would praise God, crying, Glory, glory. He

Jarvis

swab. His head of Bainbridge is one
the best pictures Jarvis ever painted.

night

TUTE

KrUBteegy

EBANON ACADEMY.—G.F. CHASE,
Ai M., Principal, with full board of teach-

was a deacon more than thirty years. He
was a Christian in heart and life, earnest in
prayer and exhortation, constant at the house
of God, aud liberal in the support of the

The first Sabbath in' Juve the church met at
his house and broke bread; when he commuued for the last time on earth. He suffered

tion is terrible. The lack of bread is a'most universal. The consequent dissatisfaction is worth watching.
Feeble
women do not enjoy sleeping on the
roofs, on account of the occasional varia.
tion in temperature during the night, and
especially abont three in the morning.
But to men and little children the change
from the intolerable heat and closeness of
the room below is delightful.
At least
50,000 people slept on the roofs last

assault might have

J
As

N. H., August, 1806:
died in Manchester,
August 8, 1876. Bro. Gould made a plofession
of religion, and was baptized by the late’ Rev.
David Harriman, in his native town in. 1836,

aid a week's’ washing hanging on the and was confined to his bed about three
ropes besides ? Pen wonld fail to pictore the months. The monthly meeting, in May, was
his house, and although unable to sit up, he
destitution discovered in a few. hours’ attalked
and prayed; speaking of his trust in
tramp. The lack of good clothing is la- God, and exhorted "Others to faithfulness.

mentable,

found her Saviour, and has ever clung to him
for support.
Although he bas led her through
afflictions, (baving buried two companions)
yet she could say, * Though he slay me, yet
will I trust him.”
F. As PALMER,

ed his

failing

compose: redudiied Ki VA 1%

po

noble - and. brave officer, always at his post
battling
for the truth. He had an excellent
gift; both to sing and speak, and would have
made,no doubt, 8 noble preacher of the gospel,
and at one fime he thought God was calling
him to that work. -His disease was consumpHe had been

Lyndonville, vec 1b. 0 or of

Aug. b, aged 76 years: apd 5 months,
Sister
Carver was to all who knew her a putron of

with

.Atter the fumine of 1846, immigration ure of a contract between the man and told the fools ‘to settle; for 'I said the house of prayer, and each of their ‘children
trom Ireland Joe than doubled, reach- woman to be married, So far,too, as the clerk would take their coats, the lawyers have professed faith in Christ. Owner twenty
«ing its. maxifoum in. 1851. During this: form of this contract is concerned, as. be: their shirts, and if they got into your hon- years ago the wife and mother passed over the
Jordan ‘of death, while the father has lingered.
period nearly 1,500,000 Irishmen landed tween these two persons only, it is of lit ,or’s court you'd skin 'em.”
He died with Christian assurance dnd we
if nobody
in Castle, Garden, German immigration tle account what it is. And
trust enjoys the land of peace and rest.
else’
were
involved,
this
would
be
the
end
reached its highest ‘point in 1854. = After
He was only a four-year-old who pulled
:
8. R. EVENS,
# he years 1837, 1857 and 1878 there was a of the matter,” But others ate ‘involved. a door-bell on State St, last Saturday and
Mgrs,
ELMIRA
B.,
wife
of
Bro.
most remarkable decline in immigration, ‘The thing is far from being purely person- remarked, ‘‘ Please, Ma'am, but I comed Flanders, died in Bowdoinham, Me., Benjamin,
June 6,
a commercial Fé¥ulsion ‘acting as a wet, al and private. Children may spring from to tell you some fellows are stealing your aged T1 yeurs. Sister F. gave her heart
to
Important qies- lilacs.” The lady straightway' surprised Christ when she was nineteen. years of mge,
blanket. The toial number of immigrants|, this marriage union.
‘from 1820 to: 1878 was 8,808,141; of whom tions of care and maintenance, and in- these: felonious. florists, and sent them and united with the C. Baptist chureh., For
*.2,907,665 were from Iyvelgnd, and 2,668, struction, and of inheritance also, may over the fence, while, in token: of her twenty-five years she has sbeen a beloved
of
Bowdoinham Ridge F. B. church.
437 trom Germany. About
sixty per cent. then arise. Other persons besides the two thankfulness to the juvenile who had in- member
Her general
Ehardeter from “her 'vouth was
(after dfdneting

that

i

Scientific

piety. She suffered much during her sickness, | ¥or circulars write to the Presiden., or to the
auglh
yet without a murmur, patiently waiting her Principal.
w
, Muscatine Co , Towa.
Master’s call. In early
life she sought, apd

houses are packed with these people, .of great calmness arranged for his funeral, he
whom nine-tenths sleep on the roofs. Ia passed away ** in the triumph-of C. faith.”
8. Frost,
the most comfortable tenement houses
ventilation is impossible. ’ In better times,
DEA. Ezekiel H. BERRY died in New
when single families occupied an entire, Durham, N. H., July 80, 1876, aged 57 years.
floor, it was very nice.
ow, in every He had been a member of the New Durham
church about thirty-four years, and one of its
room is a full-fledged family—old, young; deacons
tem: He' was a faithful soldier, a

has been

pose, that marriage Is a _purelff? personal

n

woril’ death, | m

With a sweet and amiable dis
tion, and the
ability to impart the truth, she won and held
the affections of all who knew her. She was
always in hor Place, Bithe: Biuyes. sud confer
ce meetings, ready to
cheer. her bre

who heard
his cry and sent peace ‘unto his
soul
; and thereafter till the day of his death,

a

We bear now and then of a man and
woman who, . discovering, as they sup-

RIOR, A.

Shé was one of those consistent

Christians:

| ged

ence he fell buck

the other, they may be sten, at all times

ADVANOED THINKING AND MAR-

arleston.

some months before his death,he sought again,
with full hu
se of heart, the Lord Jesus,

.Theipopulation was 3,929,214,

United States as a market for skilled Jabor, The cheap lands offered under the

a

twelve years old, he heard God’s Spirit calling
to repentance, and yielding but ‘partial obedi-:

baby's stocking to a table-cloth; “and
when they have nothing else to ‘wash,
including 757
‘Shives.” From 1790 to they wash out their brooms and brushes
One of the greatestand most intolerable.
1820 about.
234,000 im
ots. arrived. and tubs and themselves. Sometimes the nuisances which those who travel by
A great wave of immigration then swept ‘whole ‘canal has the appearance of fow- rail have to encounter is the circulation of
across the Atlantic,
pti gh od
f ing with soap-suds.:
The Dutch have cinders, which not only soils the clothin
At the outset America was re
ed as learned the art of washing,and everything but endangers the eyesight. “A newran
a refuge for
oppressed labor,’ "Fie Tumi
connected with it, so well, that other improved smake-stack has been on trial
grants were
accustomed to the Simplest countnies often send their linens there to on the Eastern road within the last’ few
forms of labor, and were ready to build be washed and bleached, - especially the days, which, it is‘ claimed, will remove
scanals, and’ subsequently rdilroads,’
The large manufactories.
The meadows out- this great obstacle to the comfort of raildevelopment. of manufagtures in New side of a Dutch town are fairly white with road travel. It is calculated to destroy’
England changed the aspect of immigra- washed articles stretched over them.— the cinders and thus prevent fires, as well’
tion, and foreigners came to
regard the Ladies’ Repository.
as to save the eyes of’ the passengers.
It

the truth.

‘

* REUBEN, sonok Samuel and “Hannah Bar-

pard,

sight, is

from

’

‘faithfal

oF God.

CYRENIA STEVENS
July 10, aged 24 years
raced the Jeligion of
ago, and united with

her Funora] WIth

ithe women washing in the, canals. On
both sides, from one end of the street ‘to
of the'@ay, washing every thing,

»

but as’ she was

mains for the COS
KATY

leaves a husband and a little daughter, an‘ aged

after some fancied dirt spot, or dashing a
pail of water at it.
It is understood at the love of our species, you must have
thistime that the town is given up to misunderstood me to say specie, which
cleaning, and the passers-by on the pave- may account for the smallness of the colment below have no right to complain if lection. You will prove, I‘hope, by your
resent contribution, that you are ne
they get a shower of water and suds over
onger laboring under the same mistake.”
their heads. The spiders have been driven entirely out of Holland, or left in disgust ; and I do net think
I ever saw a fly
This is the kind of a story they tell up
anywhere in the country.
No swallows in Canada:
A man named Langly reare allowed to. dirty up their houses or cently went to St. Mary's bay moose-huntstables,
and, strange to sny, one ‘sees no ing.
Seeing a moose on the opposite
birds
about whatever, except the omni- shore, hé grea snd at ye same ‘time a
present storks, which are allowed, by
rpoise
ped
from (he water, a
special favor, to build their nests in the gn
killed both it and the moose.
chimney-tops, owing to a particular ven. The porpoise floated to the share, and the
eration which the Dutch have for this hunter used it as a raft to. paddle across
bird, likely because it is a water fowl, or, to the moose. There he found that the

ratherga water and

J.

mother, relatives and friends to) niovrn their | and Alsters while. 10 Heal, S16 as samy
| logs,
088, She wis bupilzed hy Elder B. H, . Pres. in hey ikkiots; awh just, the king: AP pi
cott, and un
B. church of
th a smile,
made; all the, ap
for
‘Bristol, Sept.’ 1870. Bhe way ‘a coosistént
YA7ILTON COLLEGIATE
INSTILhlatiang
r walk vids tog her Precious Higgins,
Baptist, and
Father Hathaway to ‘be
aviour,
years she
been a, constant present,
is roms , also} permanence may be
with the writer, She :
ne to be |
but an JF oy bat pr bods it all until with her dear mother
REV.
G\ 8. BRADLEY,
A” M. Principal; Mis.
|}
and 8 sters.
While father
red. .
ato
:
Precepiress, with several com
her Saviour bid her come home. For mun
and brother and sister mourn their loss here, 6. 8. BRADLEY,
I'he
State is not (hen meddling with days
it was her desireto depart’ and be wit
is waiting to welcome them on the: other
Fall Term of 12 week, begins August
20th, 1876.
any one’s private affairs ‘in its
marriage Christ whichis far better. Our loss is her She
shore.
.
.
BL gor 1 rm of 13 haat
3 Decym.©
W.'C. HULSE.
laws. "It 1s simply taking “care of a busi- great gain,
SISTER SARAH CARVER died in Milo, Me.,

to the same extent as religious observan200,000 ; the Rassian Epis 76,500,000 ; ces are in some countries—as fasting in night; and of that 50,000 at least 20,000
bad no idea where their breakfast was to
the German Empire,
40,200,000; the Italy, ov keeping the Sabbath in’
The Sum.="
United States, 38,568,371. The ‘average land and New
England.
It is dae, I come from.
increase in the aggregate
pulation think, partially, to their great industry, |
~
A.SLEEPY '00OMMODORE.
since 1870 in the fifleen states in which-a and particularly to their special love fir
census has X abe
is bm
per working in water.
'A Dutchman is alWhen Bainbridge sat to Jarvis, the old
cent. ;
t )
e rate.
of
“increase ways washing or scrubbing something. weather-beaten seaman invariably fell
the
i
lation in br
“be They keep their houses so clean that you asleep.
This anpoyed Jarvis, and for the
40
U, while. that of the
will look in »ain for a particle of dust of first time in his life he found that his wit,
Empire, accordingto the recent census, any kind.
The doors, sills, and other and humor were of no avail in rousing
is 42,757,812, During sixiy years 1800 wood-work are kept freshly. painted, and his sitter to a proper wakefulness. Where—60)
the population of thé
United the walls are as white as new-fallen snow. upon, when Jarvis reached that point in
States inerepsed
: ly a hand
| hinety- On'entering a Datch house, you see the the execution of bis painting that. the exthree per cent.} that
bind “and cleanliness before you see anything else. pression was to be caught, he commenced
Wales, ove hupdred
am
-one In pegrly every house there is one room, a tirade against the navy, questioned the
per cent., and that of Tiss
ven a sanctum sanetorum of cleanliness, which heroism of its officers and men, and kept
per cent. The great fucior of of? fhe hitr- nobody is allowed 10 enter
. except the up his ‘banter until thé'old' commodore
velous
growthof our populatiox
‘been woman of the house, who goes ‘in once'a started from his chair, and’ approaching
emf
by Aapekaton Tag Soins week to clean it; at which time she gives Jarvis shook his fist in his face,and thuned very. little. “The ‘puretiasé
oF Louisi- every article of farniture a thorough over- deved out he, would pot. ‘ allow a s+
ana, Florida, California and New: Mexi- hauling, scrubs the floor, washes the win- face-maker to speak against his: profesco brought in fewer than. 1
) inhabit dows, polishes the door-knobs,: dusts the gion.” Another instant and a persona)

ants, ad

tor

prepared to entef

MRS.
8, D. O4ss, wife' of Daniel Cus¢, divd
at, her residence in the town of Bristol, N. H.,
July 26, 1876, aged 33 years and/4 days, She

TENEMENT-HOUSE POPULATION OF
i
NEW YORK.

and seventy-four incorporated cities. The

marvelous. In ten, years the pepulation
Jersey city increased one hundred sevThe development of .of
agriculture, under the
pressure of im:mi- enty-nine and seven-tenths per cent. ; San-

844

Fh A 0 011

/ ‘that the, Salrigle engagement; s ould: be

1n 1790, ove thirtieth of {he population
was in cities, and. thele weve only. six

OUR PROGRESS FOR A CENTURY.

Venses are inadmissible.

was 144,328, ' The total number
of “In
dians in the United States, in 1870, was’ questions of, merely

that it is a fallacy, based on
blunders;
)1
i"

:

mischief.—Jeremy Taylor.

ing the decade, was far’ behind that of 'tion, as well aa in
Sf qutering
the Whole populdtion. From 1853 to
1874 upon it,
HE to tonal permaa small percentage of immigration
| nence, as well as
publicity, in the paren.
come from China, The total niimibe
Tui anddr hence
DUD it may prescribe

sta

:
HEE
CU
FS
|
wh
Pa
tk
4
Ce
hive not the least dombtibut that she was | Senn
Eis gooursesof an as

pected,

a9 can become. thoroughly acquainted
bis family. Bistory without runsing for

How can we measure the influence of the:
first twenty. years of lite on the whole exist-|
ence ME, soul?,.

to

| mend that reli (6 others] ho

and twelve and, one-half uncertain,
The ‘cure
its own’ interests by’ providing for
white, red, black and Yellow, fac are all publicity of marri
sand: for the vecord- who do not patronize it, must accompany
represented.
Io
1870,
the,
ratio.
of,
the
ra: im connection them with cash equal to ten &ents a line, to
/ing
of
gertain
office.
insure un insertion. ‘Brevity ‘is ‘specially
colored to the whole population
was: four with it, This js
just, what it does.
he just man would cease to be j (ithe. teen and one-half to one hundred. The by
le
dust hd
also in the Important. ‘Not more than a ‘single square
ind.—
a
willing‘to ‘perish’ for his
"| rateof increase of the colored race, dar- term of continuance of the marriage rela- ¢an. well be affordedto any single obituary.
George Bancroft,
gr

2
with

‘

on ro

a

ma

hoor eu

a

ursuits, |

Ba

-

» THINGS T0 REMEMBER.

trained

fae

y

sgnt.

ansas

¥"

104 a

Clty, Leavenworth, At-

i

mn.

chison & Bt. Joseph Express,[*10.00 a, m.!# 4.00 p. n
Texas E. press, $amaw 8m R00 p. mni 0
Pom

TERM of 1876 begins August 15,

'wo full courses, English dnd Classical. © Faculty, b {mpatting instruction ina thorongh and practical manner, By the use ot the
best text-books, and Dy careful attention to the
wants of scholars, hope to deserve the continued
approbation of the patrons.
of further information address the Principal,
or,
‘WARREN
Foss, Secretary.
Center Strafford; January 26,1876,
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dae
Bl

little

baby!”

said

chiefly

one

vegetable.

Petroleum, or rock oil,

is then the liquid hydro-carbon substance

window the other day.. *f Its cruel Hindu
mother is setting it afloat on the Ganges

given off in the slow process of decay of
vegetable matter
long
buried
in the
earth.

in accordance with a Pagan custom.” “Oh!
how can she be so heartless?”
They were
discussing a picture of the finding

of the

infant Moses by Pharoh’s daughter.

The

purer

varieties

of

native

oil are

nearly colorless, and leave no residue when

distilled ; naphtha

is the

name

such.

dark

colored,

Others

are

given

to

‘and by

In a church’ in Richmond Township,
complimentary testimony in Music Hall, | Berks County, Pa., there is an ancient oak distillation yield naphtha, and a more or
Boston, on Friday evening.
Te
chest, three feet long by two feet wide, less solid residue called mineral tar, or,
Horatio Seymour, strenuously adheres
Asphalwhich is filled to the depth of one foot when pure and hard, asphaltum.
to his determination not to accept the with Continental money ‘of dates ranging tum itself is found in many places; the
Democratic nomination for governor of
from 1775 to 1778. The present church shores of the Dead Sea, Barbadoes, and
New York.
mel
edifice was built in 1737, and it contains Trinidad are examples.
By the explosion of a boiler on a steam=From these mineral oils, by distillation,
an organ whichis 105 years old and is
erat Monroe, La.,* Friday, eight persons
substances very much like those obtained
still in regular use.
were killed or wounded.
A gentleman, wishing not long since to from coal-tar may be obtained, and may
Another railroad war between the trunk
‘“ pop the question,” took up the young be used for similar purposes in the arts.—
lines is reported to have broken out, re- lady's cat, and said : * Pussy, may I have ‘Cooley's Chemistry.

sulting in an average reduction

of from

6to8 cents per hundredweight in freights.

your mistress?” It was answered
lady : ¢‘ Say yes, Pussy. »

by the

A bill has been before the Connecticut
legislature to make all clergymen ineligiChina has paid $26,000 indemnityto Ger-

many in the

case of

an outrage

on the

ship Anna.

The number of vessels on the registers
of the British empire in 1875, was 37,136,
of 7,744,237 toms, and worked by 842,835
seamen. ~The increase over 1874 was 201
vessels.
The Russian army, wien on a war foot-

ing, contains 2,500,000 men, the number
in peace

being

rather

more than half.

ble to seats in the General Assembly.

i

by the English Palestine Exploration Fand

. for the attack

madé

upon

its exploring

party last year.
A copy of the letter to
the Governor has been transmitted to the
Committee of the Fund. .

+ The island of St. Paul's, Canada, was
struck by a watér-spout a few days ago,

BREAKING OOLTS.
If they happen to meet with

any accident, unless they have been halterand led, they are very bad to manage.
Young horses, like children, require kind-

EDUCATIONAL.

{i fed

The normal school at Castine, Me., is
The more quietly you
now the largest but one in New England. ness and firmness.
Last term there were registered 178 pu- move about them the better. Numbers of
horses are spoilt by ill-treatment. - Horses
pils.
:

The fall term of Dartmouth
Cotes
:
be
gan

on Thursday, with

clas$, and 'sote pi

hman

Behl,
‘to the ; upper

al, report the examination papers from
Dartmouthas comparing

favorably

with

those of other colleges.
Chief-Justice F.:M. Cooley, of Michigan

days that are too uncomfortable to work
outside, and examine my flock, by picking
lice and eggs, if any there be. This may
seem quite a task, but I find it pays much
better than hanging about stores and ho-tels. Keep your flocks in a thriving condition at all times of the year.
PropucrtioN

OF FLeEsH.

In the Journal

of the Bath and West of England
tural Society, a table is given

Agricul-

in which six

pounds of barley are stated to be equal to
the production of one pound of beef. In

some

experiments

in pig feeding by Mr.

Lawes the comparative effects of barley
and corn were found to be nearly in the ratio
of 6 to 5; making 5 pounds of corn equal

to 6 pounds of barley.

ing to the table above. referred to, five
pounds of corn would be equal in feeding
effect to one pound of beef.

It may

walks

boldly

up to a horse,

he will

Rarey’s success was due

Johns Hopkins University at Baltimore.
Every male teacher in Canada is by law

to his nerve, and knowing the proper tackle to put on a horse.

required to pay into the fund for superannuated teachers $2 every six month,onehalf of this total contribution ‘being re-

At two years old a young horse had better be mouthed and carefully handled a
few weeks before turning out to pasture.

At three years he should be broken,—a

smith.
Joseph Hatton, the author of ‘ Clytie,

|

er’s profession

in

Canada,

who for geveral years

thatat

in that institatlon, to return to
will come £0 this country to Write a new" | philosophy
his old position.
:

novel of American
life.

inthe

The Frinee i

autumn

pl of Au

on a two years™\§ur

5 Europe and America.

, will start

through.

A Loudon derpatch says it is rumored
that Empress Eugenie is ill,in consequence
| of mental depression and low vitality.

By

adopting this method, and keeping your
heels from touching him when first mount-

President Orton, of the Western Union ed till he settles down, many a fall and acTelegraph, says - that for all telegraphi cident may be avolded.—~Bradley Nichol
c|.

purposes the English lan

| to 33 per cent. cheaper

is from 25

np the French,
than

| German, or any other lungudge, and that
the economy of its use has been thoroughly established.

on) “West Brighton, England.
PUP
ee
* ++

J)

‘PLASTER OX CLOVER,
A fasmer wie
sows clover seed pleniteously and uses plas-

ter liberally, need not fer to grow as large

8 mixer 1.80

s, ¥ pon id 00816
eed...1700 @18

sustain it, every five pounds of corn in adpound

of beef.

Itis

said that a bushel of corn, together with
the stover on which it grows, will bent
a horse in good working order for a week.

von 2600FA
Bbs....@
1 00

The total weight of grain and stalks in this

case would be about 150 pounds i

pounds, stover 92° pounds).

whet

the largest requirement of either a working
horse or a fattening+stéer; and in the

very much

fifteen lbs. ~2 Christian

on what is to be

‘swept:

A

painted floor ‘and Canton matting sweep
easily {pn Ingrain carpet is harder; a rag
carpet
harder still; while Brussels and
velvet are ‘‘awful.” Well, then, in any
case, cover your head, and if it is the par-

lor or sitting-room, cover your furniture

a dust which is bad forthe lungs.
Some
things, like straw, ravellings and bits of
paper, are best picked up with the hand
or with a small broom, to which they read-

ily cling, and may

be removed

with

the
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other hand.
To conclude, have as few
carpets as’ possible...
They are dirty, un‘wholesome, and inexpensive.
Painted or

oiled floors and
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filled the chair of|yard till he gets used to the saddle.
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Coarse fine..1

safely

most critical time, Much depends on the and books, dampen your broom, let, it
proper treatment, getting the horse with
stand ten to twenty minutes, and’ then
stables and
normal school there are several hundred a good mouth and ‘manner. Should the sweep carefully but persistently. In the
barns, with
all their contents, were taken applications ahead of the capacity of the horse unfortunately throw the breaker and
corners insert your broom repeatedly (but
up and dashed to pieces, the man was kill- institusions, and 600 at the most celebr it~ learn wicked ways, he will try to do ditto
not frantically) until quite clean. Heavy
ed, and the remainder of the staff of the.
ed of the schools.
figain ifhe has the least opportunity, A carpets are best swept with a quick, short
humane ¢stablighm nt narrow’y escaved,
Efforts are being made by theBod, of man that rides a young horse should al | stroke., In any case bring the broom toThe university of Zurich has given the Middlebury College to induce: the Rey: ways be on his’ guard. ' ‘When the horse is ‘wards you or even with you; do not flirt
degree of Ph. D. to Madame Sophie Gold- George N.» Webber, D. D.; of Troy, N. Y., first saddled run him up and down the it in front of you.
That motion kicks up
and the House of Refuge, the

who.

be assumed that after the animal has received the amount of food necessary to

How 10 SwiEr.
Sweeping, fors well
woman,is one of the bést kinds of exercise.
Itcalls'in play especially the muscles of
the upper extremities and chest, and, indeed, it is a pretty good ‘thorough exerciser,” almost too strong for any, woman
with a weak back, though this depends

man
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Therefore, accord-

ill-tréatment, gives parting salute when
they have the opportunity.
I always look
straight at the eye of a horse when I go up
to him.
If he drop his ear back, I give
a quick glance, I speak to him; which

draws off his attention from kicking. If a
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less than
Union.

seldom lash out.

his proféssion. So popular is the teachs

my

know the person who behaves ill to them,
and most of them when young will, after

has been appointed the law lecturer in the

funded to him in the event of his quitting

then when

N.

CAPITAL, $2,000,000.

cometo the barn for the winter, I take

dition will give one

Colts are better. taught to lead as soon
as taken from the mare, and their legs and
feet handled.

The Indian Government, has given a classes. Professors Lord and Emerson,
grant
of 12,000 rupeés to the fund for a ‘who haye just returned from the CentenniRoman Catholic
Cathedral, at Allahabad.
2!
;
THe Governor-General, of Syria, has
been directed to recover fronr the people
of Safed the amount of damages claimed
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two ears of corn growing upon it atthe by destructive distillation of wood, and it
distance of thirty odd feet from, the level is believed that they are the products of
the slow decomposition of oraganic matter,
of the surrounding country.

salt,

put in boxes where they cam have access
to it at all times.
They will eat it readily.
If you have neglected to apply the remedy,
there is no better way to get rid of liceon
sheep, than to procure a smoke pipe from |
your tinman, and by opening the wool,
infuse tobacco smoke.
It will exterminate them in part, but not wholly.
Souff
is good inserted in the same way. I use

™
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rocks have been long known.

general name of petroleum has been given.
They. resemble the liquid products obtained

Suser Tick.
Thomas S, Worthley, of
Antrim, N. H., says:
To prevent sheep having ticks, add snuff
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it is often in large quantities from the fissures of
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Ill., where,

asserted, on the farm of William Johnston is a stalk of corn the top of which is
forty feet from the ground.
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collect in cavities and fissures in the rocks.
Now, inflammabfe, oily substances, issuing

whole amount.
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the liguid hydro-carbons which must have
been formed, but which are no longer held
in the hard coal? Moreover, during the
deposition of other rocks in which no coal
is found, there is abundant evidence that
and they, too, must
velopment,
gen'’men, thars intellect plants were growing,
for yer.”
have been decomposed in a similar way;
The charitable pubic institutions of Illi- what has become of the products of their
nois are nine in . number, including three decay? The gaseous products would, of
insane asylums. They have cost the State course, for the most part, escape into the
for the past year, $675,412.
The three in- air, and it would be natural to suppose.
sane asylums have cost about half of the that the liquid products would gradually
cookies.”
¢ Geil T'men,” exclaimed an old Cousot
icut salt, as he grasped the brawny arm
of a Yale College oarsman and called the
company’s attention to its muscular de-
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have thus. been produced by ‘distillation of
vegetable matter during past ages ofthe
earth's history. But what has become of

els with the usual

on

little afraid once when I went into the
pantry in the dark to get a cookie.” “What
were you afraid of?” asked her mamma.
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¢‘ But, mamma,

manure,
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can’t hurt you.”

with protected
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afraid of the dark.” '¢‘ No, of course you
are not,’ replied her mamma, * for it

1868
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Opium smoking is fearfully prevalent
in Virginia City, Nevada.
‘
San Francisco has twelve. thousand unemployed laborers.
San Jose, Cal., has been sued
by a Fourth
of July orator.
He wants
$1,000 for
speaking his piece, while the city offers
him $10.
The work of bridging the Hudson river
at Poughkeepsie will begin next week.
The forest ‘fires in Pennsylvania, New
York and other sections of the country
are destroying vast quantities of valuable
lumber, besides endangering many dwellings.
The Fenian prisoners rescued from their
imprisonment in Australia, together with
their rescuer, Captain Anthony, of the
whaler barqué Catalpa, were tendered a

not
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It is now claimed that grain can be sent
by railroad from the West to Halifax, and
“ thence to England, more cheaply than by

bed:
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Hell Gate blast on the’ afternoon of Sep-
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York is proposed.
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blueberries havp been taken out” of Cambridge swamp, in Coos county, Me., this
season.
A schooner has been seized at San Francisco for having introduced liquors and
fire-arms among the natives of Alaska.
A party of several gentlemen and twd
ladies ascended Mount Washington, on
horsebdck, recently, the first time the feat
has been attempted for several years.
A new cable between France and New
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clean, and being well supplied with water
manifest entire contentment.
The increased value of the manure by this plan has
been repeatedly proved.
The experiments
of Lord Kennaird showed a result in wheat
equal to 55 bushels per acre with manure
thus protected, against 42 bushels with
common barn-yard dung; and in the potatoes the yield per acre was 471 bushels
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The cattle fed in this way
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For the week ending August 30, 1876.
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that

changed to coal. The different [varieties
of coal mark the different stages of the
process. In peat the change is only well
begun; in anthracite coal the process is
at an end.
The warmth of the earth assists the change, and the great pressure
of the material, accumulating for, ages upon it, would Dave much to do with the
final compactness of the remaining coal.
In bituminous ‘coal the liquid hydro-carbons remain, but may be driven away by
heat; from anthracite they have already escaped.
Numerous and extensive beds of coal

Bishop.”

upon a moderate scale.
It is estimated
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Hodge, of the Princeton Theological Seminary, ¢ I went into the room of my old
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the manure ac-
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one

this time

Vast quantities of vegetable matter, ac cumulates, mingled with litter cut toa
As.it is trodden
cumulating in low, wet lands of warm Ffength of a few inches.
down closely the air does not gain access,
countries, gradually becomes covered with
and consequently it does not heat. It dewater, and sometimes, by the sinking of
the land, they are buried under mud and composes gradually, being kept moist by
the liquids discharged.
All the fertilizing
sand brought over them by
streams or
floods.” Thus shut off from the air, a slow elements are thus preserved without loss
decay goes on, by which they are at last from washing or evaporation.

find and sending them on by express to
Pittsburgh, leaving to their recipients the
duty of paying 25 cents for charges.
‘“ On
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and the cattle are

not taken out until they are soldor slaugh-
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doing a good deal of damage to the vegetables and corn planted late.
Quail are uncommonly abundant on the
eastern shore of Maryland.
The mild
weather of last winter was very favorable
to them.
Those shores will be a good
place for sportsmen.
California has two beet sugar establish
ments, one at Sacramento and the other at
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the level of the ground,

form of
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shed to remove the manure.
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the monument is composed.
The Baltimore printer's union has reduced its prices from 10 to 15 per cent.
The grasshoppers are still very thick in
the vicinity of Omaha, Nebraska, and are
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ed. The animals are fed and littered in
covered stalls in which the manure accumulates throughout
an entire season.
These stalls, ten feet square, are placed
in a shed of any desired length, open at

oxygen in combination with what
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the

ually gaining in favor with farmers.

remains of both these elements, forming
umus; but when the air ig excluded, the
process of decay must consist chiefly, in the
re-arranging of the elements of the wood
itself. Its oxygen takes carbon enough

ous cold.
The ..Chicago & Burlingt on railroa
has lately placed on its through trains capacious dining cars which are under its
own control. This is the first arrangement of the kind over a West-bound line
through to Omaha. .
An Erie merchant who settled with his
check an amount he owed a Pittsburgh
firm, and was reminded by the latter that
there remained 10 cents due, as they
¢ could not stand the exchange,” got even
with his tormentors by getting together

hap

ss 888%
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The practice of keeping barn-yard manure sheltered from the weather is continaccomplish this object
ed sheds are found
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visited

off carbonic dioxide afid water, and crum.-

to

that borne down by the Ganges in the bling to a black mold, it gives off marsh.
gas, and other hydro-carbons, and yields a
four months of the flood season.
If you have money to invest, don't put residue of coal,
. The chief constituents of wood are carit in New York real estate.
Prof. Merriman states that by a reversion in polar bon, hydrogen and oxygen,—the first two
conditions in ten thousand years from now being far the most abundant. On exposure
New York city will be two hundred and to air, oxygen from the atmosphere comfifty feet under water.
And no man could bines with hydrogen and carbon of the
live two hundred and fifty ‘feet under wa- wood to form water and carbonic dioxide,
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have been compelled to take. the grades yey
consequently prices are firmer on all grades of
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tlemen,

The decay of vegetable matter, when
buried in the moist earth, or covered by
were to sail down the river every hour of the water and mud of bogs and marshes,
every day and night for four months con- is somewhat different from its decay when
air. Instead of giving
tinuously, they would only transport to exposed to the
mass

BUTTER.

tending to fertility, and where manure is
carefully saved and used, the farmer who
grows clover has observed the first requisite to success in his business. — Country
Gentleman.

If a fleet of about two thousand
ships,
each freighted with 1,400 tons of mud,

the sea a

Ex. Boston,

Labrador

Thus where clover is grown, the soil from | Receipts, 9,414 packages, 532 boxes. There is & |
fiveto six inches in depth, is constantly better feeling among the trade generally,and with
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and only $2550 for horse trotting.
The fiftieth anniversary of the memorable Willey slide, at the Crawford Notch,
White Mountains,
was
commemorated
Monday,by a large party of ladies and gen-

products of such a procdis.:

root is mainly ‘nourished by the subsoil.

.
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apples,&c.,
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corn,

ly happy until he can get hold of a stick to
twirl aroundas a cane.
It is just so with
the species ‘in this country.

the. atmosphere, ‘and the
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and

bet of the monkey race becomes supreme-

its growth from

undisand
the
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for wheat

Organic matter buried in the earth
dergoes a slow prooéss of destructive
tillation. The varieties of mineral coal
petroleum, or rock oil, are doubtless

mem-

oe

offers $6 in premiums

no

BUTTER CHEESE,
AND EGGS.
rod by HILTON BROS. & CO., Commission
and dealers in buster, cheese and

eZ

of $500 to begin the

subscription to defray the expense of the
State Young Men's Association canvass
this fall.
:
The Maine State Agricultural Society

Stanley notices in Africa that
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Markets.
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has given the sum

"" ORIGIN OF PETROLEUM.

oy

Large crops. enable him

to make and use more manure, and thus
increase the fertility of the soil. In clover
crops the large, broad leaf takes most of

il
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a cylinder when 750 miles distant from
New York, on Sunday, August 20, killing
the third engineer and fireman, and .greatly damaging the vessel, which was towed
back to New York.
California’s bank capital is over thirty.
six millions, and the bank deposits in the
State are above $117,000,000.
By an act
of the last legislature, banks are required
to publish twice a year an official statement
of their assets and liabilities.
Charles M. Bailey, of Winthrop, Me.,

MISCELLANEOUS,

crops as he can.
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DOMESTIC.

"The Pacific Mail steamship, Colon, burst
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